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INTRODUCTION

1. REPORT FROM
THE MANAGING DIRECTOR
The future is built on the foundation of past actions
and no progress is made without analysing and
evaluating the results achieved so far. What have
we at Big Bang achieved and changed in 2015 to
be able to look positively into the future?
At the beginning of the year we launched an
upgrade to our market strategy. We added the
promise to provide an even better purchase
to loyal customers, in addition to our current
commitment to be the first choice in the Slovenian
market. Furthermore, we began offering additional
services to our customers that increase their
shopping satisfaction as well as that of the use of
the products. This customer-oriented approach is
embodied in our new slogan, “A better service. A
better buy”.
Besides the additional offer in the form of services,
which consumers responded to positively, we
consolidated our position as the leading seller
in this industry in the Slovenian market. We saw
growth in comparison with the previous year,
which can be considered a success as key markets
did not experience such a trend of growth.
Changes in the markets over the year were quite
volatile and presented an additional challenge
regarding the management of costs and cash
flow. We have taken a step forward when it comes
to the management of costs and cash flow, which
was reflected in the lower operational costs and a
stable cash flow.
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In addition to the management of costs and cash
flow, we also improved the financial stability of the
company by providing a final solution regarding
intertwined sureties for the parent company
Merkur Group, d. d. In previous years we had
already reached a partial solution, and last year
the process was finalised and this had a one-time
positive impact on the company’s financial result.
Our presence in the Serbian market also concluded
in the past year. Our subsidiary company, Big
Bang Serbia, ceased operations in Serbia, which
had a negative impact on the overall result of
the company. We also experienced unforeseen
write-offs of bad debts due to one of our buyers
initiating bankruptcy proceedings.
Regardless of all the one-time events, we can
conclude that the Company’s financial stability is
better than it was. And it is this that provides us with
a healthy foundation to be able to continue realising
our strategy: “A better service. A better buy”.

Aleš Ponikvar
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2. COMPANY
MANAGEMENT PROFILE
Aleš Ponikvar,
Managing Director

Samo Turk,
CFO

Matija Savnik,
Sales Manager

Matija Torlak,
Commercial Manager
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3. KEY
PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS
In thousands of euros

Item
Net sales
Gross earnings
EBIT
EBITDA
Net earnings
Balance sheet total at 31 December
Equity at 31 December
Return on equity – ROE (in %)
Investments in fixed and
intangible assets
Employees at 31 December

2012

2013

2014

2015

Plan 2016

108,833

95,008

102,231

104,471

106,842

23,518

21,481

22,048

21,001

21,609

752

433

858

23

1,148

2,396

1,907

2,191

1,216

2,279

144

-1,393

211

905

835

36,874

35,050

31,133

26,519

26.605

8,723

7,329

7,564

8,469

9,304

1.8

-17.4

2.8

11.3

9

1,185

683

886

335

804

449

406

380

361

379

In 2015, Slovenia again recorded growth in its
economic activity. The positive trend of the
economic activity was present throughout the
year; in the last quarter primarily as a result of
an increased domestic demand or household
consumption. Exports were also an important
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factor of the economic growth, which, however,
started to slow down at the end of the year.
Investments were also important, especially in
transport equipment and machinery. As a result,
the volume of sales increased by 2% compared to
2014, although the gross profit was down by 4.7%.
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Gross earnings and EBITDA
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4. OVERVIEW OF
MAJOR EVENTS
IN 2015
2015 was an important year for Big Bang, d. o. o.
Very dynamic and challenging, but still successful.
We continued to see a trend of growth in business
revenue continuing from 2014 and we exceeded
€105 million in sales revenue. Despite all signs
indicating economic recovery, statistical data on
the sale of our products and the purchases made
by households did not show a significant increase
in comparison with the previous year, which was
also typical for the sale of vehicles. This is just the
more reason for us to be proud of our result. So it is
with pleasure that we look back at the challenging
path of changes, efforts, all the hard work put in,
as well as the expertise and resources, sacrifices
and adaptation we made – all so that, in the end,
we were repaid with our business results and
the finally resolved challenges, as well as getting
confirmation that our direction and path are the
right ones.
In the past year, we placed greater emphasis on
the development of our online store and website
which we improved by adding new content, for
which we, together with the Red Orbit agency,
won Best Use of Data at the prestigious Digiday
Retail Awards.
We expanded our business with small and
medium-sized enterprises as part of the sale of
BEKO products, of which we are the exclusive reseller and distributor.
In 2015 we also expanded our trading volume of
HUAWEI brand mobile phones, the third largest
global mobile phone manufacturers, which
we began distributing in 2014. Our goal was to
increase the recognition of this brand in Slovenia.
In 2015 we continued with the renovation of
our stores, also following global trends and our
orientation from the previous year. To this end,
we introduced the first Click&Collect store in
the Qlandia shopping centre in Kamnik in 2014,
where we endeavoured to combine the new and
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positive features of online shopping and the
advantages and comfort of conventional stores.
Due to it being so well-received, we opened
another store with this format in the Velenjka
shopping centre in Velenje in May 2015, and we
re-established the stores in Slovenska Bistrica
and Slovenj Gradec using this format in February
and September 2015.
As part of the improvements, additional benefits
and easier use of the purchased products,
we expanded our offer of services with the
‘Protection PLUS’ service, increased the range
of delivery and installation options for products
bought in our stores, increased the range of
payment options, and completed this with an
update of our slogan, changing it to “A BETTER
SERVICE. A BETTER BUY”. The second half of the
year was exceptionally dynamic. In August we
completely renovated our website, in October, in
collaboration with RWE, we began selling electrical
power, and in the same month we opened our first
APPLE SHOP on our premises and introduced a
new promotional activity called Final Countdown.
To further improve our customer’s sales and postsales experience, we also expanded and improved
our call centre.
The end result of a very dynamic business year
in 2015 was also shaped by a number of onetime and unique events that were not directly
connected to the sales and marketing events. Our
subsidiary in Serbia ceased its operations due to it
not having reached a suitable business result in all
the time it had been operating. This obviously had
a significant effect on our final operating results. In
2015 we were able to finally resolve and eliminate
all dilemmas regarding the potential and actual
financial liabilities pertaining to previously issued
sureties for liabilities of the parent company,
Merkur, d. d. The final resolution of this positively
impacted the operating results of 2015.
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Good business, good internal processes and the
resolution of past dilemmas have also provided a
solid financial basis for operations in 2016.
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BUSINESS
REPORT

5. STRATEGIC
FOCUS
IN 2015
In 2015, Big Bang continued with its strategy
development of a multi-channel sales model. With
our renovated website www.bigbang.si, we now offer
even more information about the technology, offer
and uses of the products that we sell, in the phases
of identification of needs, informing, purchase and
post-purchase. Informed consumers have a daily
effect on us adapting our prices policy to that of
our competition, and we offer them the best sales
and post-purchase service. Pressure on prices and
reduced purchasing power have forced us to operate
at lower costs, which is why we continued in 2015
with the optimisation of the business processes in
our supply chain, as well as in the operations of our
retail stores.
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The Company’s key strategic focus lies in knowing
our customers systematically and providing them
with a high-quality shopping experience by offering
added value with additional sales and post-purchase
services. To this end, we have introduced new
services in 2015 to further improve the shopping
experience of our customers, additional insurance
of products, home delivery of products, setting
up the connection of the delivered products, and
familiarising our customers with the added value
offered by products bought at Big Bang.
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5. 1 The most important focuses in sales are as follows:
Consumers (B2C):
•

Optimising the size of the stores by
location, the purchasing power of the
region, and the frequency of visitors.

•

Increasing the efficiency of the
sales process with an active
approach to customers.

•

Ensuring a pleasant shopping
experience at our stores.

•

Quick, easy, and secure shopping
at www.bigbang.si.

•

Upgrading sales and post-purchase
services (pick-up, delivery,
consulting, installation, claims
processing, information…).

•

Informing and educating consumers about
new technologies, products, and services
using sales stories and presentations
of the device’s useful functions.

•
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Monitoring, understanding, and
assessing customers and predicting
their purchasing habits as a foundation
of recognising opportunities for growth.

Business and other organisations (B2B):
•

Ensuring long-term growth,
profitability, and payment discipline.

•

A personal approach with
key account managers.

•

Selling equipment to SMEs according to
the principle of providing comprehensive
business solutions (product, delivery,
installation, maintenance, financing).

•

Finding new programmes and
new distribution agreements.

At Big Bang we put consumers first, therefore
our strategic focus is to ensure added value for
our customers by offering them sales and postpurchase services in a simple and effective
purchasing process.
Effective
sales
promotion
through
all
communication and sales channels aimed at
delivering the same sales result and offering
added value for customers is our mediumterm focus, which will ensure that we stay the
first choice for buyers in the area of consumer
electronics and household appliances. In
the segment of large household appliances,
we will emphasise the added value and the
comprehensive solution for customers with
home delivery and installation to get new market
shares in the Slovenian market and stay the
customers’ first choice also in the future.
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6. SALES PROGRAMME
AND SERVICES
In the past, we did not make significant changes
to our sales programme, only adding new
technological solutions that the consumer
electronics and home appliance industry put
on the market. However, we have now placed
a greater focus on satisfying the needs of a
modern society, the product user, and finding
comprehensive solutions and advantages of the
product for the buyer.
To this end, we renamed the departments within
our sales programmes, e.g. ‘image’ instead of
‘televisions’, ‘sound’ instead of ‘hi-fi equipment’,
‘personal care’ instead of ‘electric toothbrushes’.
This demonstrates our desire to not only offer our
customers a television with specific dimensions,
image quality and various connections, but rather
offer the experience of watching high definition
content with high-quality sound, video-on-demand
(subject to the service provider), getting a good
deal from the electrical power provider, warranty
insurance and transparent financing. Plus home
delivery that includes installation and equipped
with the television remote’s instruction manual.
As already mentioned, in addition to offering
customers a wide range of services in the past
year, we added the missing link that connects
almost all of our sales programme – electricity. In
collaboration with RWE, a provider of innovative
products with electrical power and a solution
to energy efficiency, we are now offering our
customers fair and competitive prices for
electricity with which the average household can
make sizeable savings, we also offer LED light
bulbs and savings on purchases of energy efficient
household appliances, with which customers can
additionally reduce their electricity consumption
and therefore pay less for electricity, network
access fees and other costs.
And ultimately, we are always there for the
customers, even if something goes wrong and a
technician is required. In these cases, the customer
can bring the faulty appliance to any of our stores
throughout Slovenia, and we provide an individual
approach and handling of their return.
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Services are one of the pillars of our offer, as we are
aware that we are and want to stay a specialised
seller with an added value. For this purpose we
have communicated our aim to buyers in our new
slogan “A Better Service. A Better Buy.”
We are also aware that our accessibility to buyers
is very important when they are deciding to make
purchases, therefore we opened a new store in
Velenje at the end of June 2015. This is one of the
four stores offering the entire range of Big Bang’s
products on less than 200 m2. The state-of-theart ordering and logistics system ensures that
any product that is available in any of our stores is
delivered within 48 hours to the address provided
by the customer. Buyers can order products on
the online ordering portal in the store or via the
online centre (from a personal computer or smart
mobile device).
We also have products for small and medium-sized
enterprises in our sales programme, everything
from computer solutions, tax registers, hotel
televisions and commercial monitors, to coffee
machines and other household appliances.
In distribution, using our experience and expertise
in the field of retail and distribution, as a partner
to manufacturers, we want to help brands to enter
the market and develop, with the goal of increasing
the value of the brands. We have proven this
with the exceptional results in the distribution of
brands such as Beko, Huawei, Grundig, Harman
Kardon, JBL, Yamaha and others. Our experiences
in the field of retail, our transparency and enduser orientation are priced by many wholesale
partners; the products of the aforementioned
brands are also available on the shelves of Merkur,
Mercator Tehnika, Telekom, Mimovrste, Lesnina,
and others.
Furthermore, Big Bang is engaged in wholesale
and retail sales in foreign markets.
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6. 1 Product groups
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7. STORES
A list of stores in Slovenia:
BIG BANG STORES

Address

BIG BANG CITYPARK

ŠMARTINSKA CESTA 152 g, 1000 LJUBLJANA

BIG BANG BTC

ŠMARTINSKA CESTA 152, 1000 LJUBLJANA

BIG BANG RUDNIK

JURČKOVA CESTA 228, 1000 LJUBLJANA

BIG BANG MARIBOR − TRŽAŠKA

TRŽAŠKA CESTA 7, 2000 MARIBOR

BIG BANG MARIBOR − EUROPARK

POBREŠKA CESTA 18, 2000 MARIBOR

BIG BANG SLOVENJ GRADEC

FRANCETOVA 16, 2380 SLOVENJ GRADEC

BIG BANG CELJE

MARIBORSKA CESTA 100, 3000 CELJE

BIG BANG KOPER

ANKARANSKA CESTA 3 a, 6000 KOPER

BIG BANG KRANJ

CESTA STANETA ŽAGARJA 71, 4000 KRANJ

BIG BANG NOVO MESTO

OTOŠKA 5, 8000 NOVO MESTO

BIG BANG MURSKA SOBOTA

BTC – NEMČAVCI 1 d, 9000 MURSKA SOBOTA

BIG BANG JESENICE

FUŽINSKA CESTA 8, 4270 JESENICE

BIG BANG PTUJ

ORMOŠKA CESTA 15, 2250 PTUJ

BIG BANG SLOVENSKA BISTRICA

ŽOLGARJEVA ULICA 14, 2310 SLOVENSKA BISTRICA

BIG BANG NOVA GORICA

CESTA 25. JUNIJA 1 A, 5000 NOVA GORICA

BIG BANG KRŠKO

CESTA KRŠKIH ŽRTEV 141, 8270 KRŠKO

BIG BANG KAMNIK

DOMŽALSKA CESTA 3, 1241 KAMNIK

BIG BANG VELENJE

CELJSKA CESTA 40, 3320 VELENJE

ONLINE STORE:
BIGBANG.SI
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ŠMARTINSKA CESTA 152, 1000 LJUBLJANA
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8. SALES
MARKETS
Big Bang’s most important market is Slovenia,
representing 91.9% of the Company’s total sales.
This is followed by EU markets accounting for 7.6%
of its total sales, and other foreign markets (0.5%).

Slovenia
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9. ECONOMIC
SITUATION
IN 2015
2014

2015

Gross domestic product (real growth rate, in %)

2.6

2.9

Registered unemployment rate

13.1

12.3

Inflation, year average

0.2

-0.5

Private consumption (real growth rate, in %)

0.3

1.7

Real turnover in retail trade, year-on-year growth in %

-1.7

0.2

Source: Institute of Macroeconomic Analysis and Development, Economic Mirror, March 2016

The year 2015 followed the positive trends of the
economic recovery. The gross domestic product
increased for the second successive year; in 2015,
it recorded a 2.9% real growth. The positive trend
of the economic activity was present throughout
the year; in the last quarter primarily as a result
of an increased domestic demand or household
consumption. Exports were also an important
factor of the economic growth, which however,
started to slow down at the end of the year.
Investments were also important, especially in
transport equipment and machinery.
The labour market also witnessed positive trends,
with the registered unemployment rate dropping
to 12.3%, and the survey-based unemployment
rate dropping to 8.4% in the last quarter of
2014. The employment rate increased by 0.5%
compared to December 2014. Positive trends
were also recorded primarily in the manufacturing
and hospitality sectors.
At the end of 2015, the annual and average
inflation was negative, –0.5%, respectively,
compared to the end of 2014, when they were
–0.2%, respectively.
Prices of goods were down 1.0% on average
compared to December 2014. Prices of daily
consumer goods fell by 1.3%, and durable goods
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by 1.2%; while prices of semi-durable goods were
up 0.6%. Services recorded a 0.7% year-on-year
increase in prices.
The highest drop in prices in 2015 was recorded
in transportation (5.2%), leisure and culture
(2.3%), furnishings (1.1%) and apartments (1.0%),
whereas the prices increased in communications
(5.3%), food and non-alcoholic beverages (1.5%),
catering and accommodation services (1.4%),
miscellaneous goods and services (1.1%), clothing
and footwear (0.8%), health (0.7%) and alcoholic
beverages and tobacco (0.1%). On average, the
prices of education did not change.
The annual deflation was mainly (0.89 percentage
points) the result of lower prices of oil products.
The annual growth of prices was contributed
(0.25 percentage points) by the higher prices of
telephone and internet services (up 5.8%), and
(0.23 percentage points) by higher prices of food
with fruit recording the highest increase (8.5%).
In December 2015, the average monthly gross
salary stood at €1,594.93, representing a nominal
decrease of 5.0% and a decrease of 4.6% in
real terms compared to November 2015. The
average monthly net salary stood at €1,035.58 in
December 2015, a nominal decrease of 4.3% and
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real decrease of 3.9% compared to November
2015.
The decrease in the average monthly salary for
December 2015 compared to November 2015
was mainly a result of the difference in the amount
of extraordinary payments (the 13th salary, the
Christmas bonus); the majority of these payments
were included in November’s salary.
The average monthly gross salary in 2015
amounted to €1,555.89, and net to €1,013.23.
Compared to the average monthly salary in 2014,
the gross salary was higher by 0.7% in nominal
terms and by 1.2% in real terms, and the net salary
was higher by 0.4% in nominal terms and by 0.9%
in real terms.
With the exception of the general government
sector, all the domestic sectors have recorded
financial surpluses for the third consecutive year.
The overall surplus against the rest of the world
over the twelve months to the second quarter
amounted to 6.2% GDP, which indicates that
national saving significantly exceeds investment.
Corporate saving has already surpassed the precrisis level. At the same time, investment is only
half as high as before the crisis, although at that
time the level of investment was unsustainably
high. Companies directed their into paying down
their debt, while households directed it into cash
and bank deposits. The restoration of confidence
in the banks has improved their funding
structure, which has decreased systemic risks,
but at the same time the shortening of average
funding maturities is increasing the instability of
funding structure. Despite favourable financing
conditions and the increasing demand for loans,
the banks have remained cautious with regard
to investments. 1
The trend of increasing the financial resources
of households continued in 2015, although
transactions dropped. From the start of 2014 to
the end of the third quarter, household deposits
increased by 5.9%. The majority of deposits (more
than 50%) were sight deposits, which reflects
a response to the low deposit interest rates.
Liabilities arising from loans remained practically
unchanged in the last year, which points to the
limited loans granted by banks. The balance of
loans increased almost exclusively due to foreign
exchange differences (the change of the Swiss
franc). Both deposits and loans increased by
approximately 1% in the euro area over the last
year and a half.2

1
2

The real turnover in the retail trade was 0.9% lower
in December 2015 compared to November 2015,
due to a 3.2% lower real turnover from the sale of
non-food products. In December 2015, the sale of
non-food products recorded the lowest monthly
level of sales in the entire year. The real turnover
from the sale of food products was 0.5% higher in
December 2015 compared to November 2015.
The real turnover in the retail trade was 0.2%
higher in December 2015 compared to December
2014, due to increased sales in specialized stores
with motor fuels – without this, the real turnover
in the retail trade would be 1.6% lower. On the
annual level, the sale of non-food products was
1.5% and the sale of food products 1.4% lower in
December 2015.
The real turnover in the retail trade was 0.7%
higher in 2015 than in 2014, primarily due to
a higher turnover from the sale of non-food
products (2.0%). The turnover from the sale of
food products stood close to that in 2014, while
the turnover from sales in specialized stores with
motor fuels was lower than in 2014. In the first
eleven months of 2015 (the data for December
2015 is not available yet), the retail sale of nonfood products increased mostly via post and the
internet, as the real turnover from such sale rose
by 41.1% compared to the same period in 2014.
In December 2015, the real turnover in the
wholesale and retail trade in motor vehicles
and repairs of motor vehicles was higher at
the monthly and annual level. Compared to the
previous month, it was 2.2% higher, and compared
to the same month in the previous year it was
15.6% higher. The trade in motor vehicles and
repairs of motor vehicles increased significantly in
2015. The average turnover from the sale of motor
fuels was behind the average turnover from 2008
until 2015 when it exceeded it for the first time by
a significant 11.8%, and compared to 2014 it was
13.8% higher.

Economic and Financial Trends, January 2016, Bank of Slovenia
Economic and Financial Trends, January 2016, Bank of Slovenia
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10. ANALYSIS
OF OPERATIONS
IN 2015
10. 1 SALES
In 2015, the Company recorded an increase in
its sales revenue, which was up 2% compared to
2014. The turnover from retail sales decreased
by 5%, while the wholesale turnover increased by
34% and the turnover from exports of goods grew
by 125%.

Sales per employee continued to increase in 2015.
Compared to 2014, it was up 24%. The growth is
a reflection of the smaller number of employees,
which dropped by 5% on average, and a larger
volume of sales.

Net sales (In thousands of euros)

Sales per employee (In thousands of euros)

110,000

300,000

105,000

275,000

100,000

250,000

95,000

225,000
90,000

2012

2013

2014

Net sales
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2015

2012

2013

2014

2015

Sales per employee
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10. 2 OPERATING EXPENSES
In 2015, operating expenses amounted to €104.5
million and were up 3% compared to the year
before. The share of operating costs in sales
totalled 100.1% in 2015, which is a 0.8 percentage
point increase compared to the previous year.
Within the last four years, the share of operating
costs in sales has been between 99% and 100%.

Shares of sales-related operating expenses
(Share in sales in %)
100

80

In the selling costs structure, the biggest
percentage is taken by the cost of goods sold,
which has been around 78% within the last four
years. In 2015, it was 1.9% higher than in 2014,
while the revenue from the goods sold was 2%
higher in the same period.

60

In terms of the volume, the selling costs are the
next in the operating costs structure. Within
the last four years, they amounted to 18.4% on
average. Compared to 2014, they dropped by
7.8% in 2015. The same holds for the general
administration costs, which on average represent
2.3% of the operating costs within the last four
years. Other operating costs were 430% higher
compared to 2014 due to substantially higher
write-downs of operating receivables.

40
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2012

2013

2014

2015

Cost of goods sold
Selling expenses
General administration costs
Other operating expenses

10. 3 FINANCIAL INCOME AND EXPENSES
In thousands of euros

Item

2012

2013

2014

2015

Financial income

196

104

3,990

2,172

Financial expenses

772

2,039

3,940

1,289

-576

-1,935

50

884

Net financial result
Compared to the year before, financial income was
down 46%. Financial expenses were 67% lower in
2015 compared to 2014.
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10. 4 PROFIT OR LOSS
Big Bang’s operating profit of €23 thousand was
lower than in 2014 as a result of higher other
operating expenses. EBITDA, which totalled
€1,215 thousand decreased by €976 thousand
(45%). In 2015, the Company generated €905
thousand in earnings before tax. The effective
tax rate was 0%.

Profit or loss (In thousands of euros)
1,200

900

600

300

0

2012

2013

2014

2015

-300

-600

-900

-1,200

-1,500

Profit or loss from operating activities
Net profit or loss

Earnings before tax structure
In thousands of euros

Item

2012

2013

2014

2015

752

433

858

23

Net financial result

-576

-1,935

50

884

Other expenses

-289

0

0

-251

1,353

176

908

656

Profit from operations

Earnings before tax
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10. 5 ASSETS
As at the end of 2015, the Company’s assets
totalled €26,519 thousand, which is €4,614
thousand or 15% less than at the end of 2014. Longterm assets stood at €4,026 thousand, which is a
22% decrease resulting from impairment of the
financial investment in the subsidiary’s equity and
decrease in intangible assets and property, plant
and equipment, and investment property. Short-

term assets totalled €22,493 thousand, down
13% compared to the end of 2014. Among shortterm assets, short-term loans dropped by 100%,
receivables by 39%, inventories by 1%, while cash
and cash equivalents increased by 414%. Shortterm assets decreased primarily on account of
receivables.

Assets (In thousands of euros)
2012

2013

2014

2015
10,000

Long-term assets

20,000

30,000

40,000

Short-term assets

10. 6 EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Compared to 2014, Big Bang’s equity increased
by €905 thousand due to the net earnings in the
amount of €905 thousand.
Short-term liabilities were down 24% compared to
2014. Among them, financial liabilities, operating
liabilities and current tax liabilities decreased.

The equity financing rate (share of equity in
financing) increased by 7.6% compared to 2014
and reached 31.9%. This means that 31.9% of
Company’s liabilities were financed with equity
sources.

Liabilities (In thousands of euros)
2012

2013

2014

2015
10,000

Equity

22

Short-term liabilities

20,000

30,000

Long-term liabilities

40,000

Provisions
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10. 7 CASH FLOW STATEMENT
In 2015, Big Bang increased the value of cash
and cash equivalents by €1,509 thousand, since
its positive cash flow from operating activities
and investing activities surpassed the negative
cash flow from financing activities. The Company
generated €656 thousand in earnings before tax
and before changes in net short-term assets.
Among changes in short-term assets, changes
in operating and other receivables and operating
and inventories and a change in provisions had
a positive effect, while changes in operating and
other liabilities and tax assets negatively affected
the earnings.
Positive cash flow from investing activities
is mainly a result of receipts from the sale of
property, plant and equipment in the amount
of €583 thousand, while negative cash flow
from financing activities is mainly a result of
repayments of short-term loans received in the
amount of €4,726 thousand, and payments of
interest in the amount of €179 thousand.

Cash flow statement (In thousands of euros)
4,000

3,000

2,000

1,000

0

2014

2015

-1,000

-2,000

-3,000

Net cash from operating activities
Net cash from investing activities
Net cash from financing activities
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11. PLANS
FOR THE FUTURE
As the largest retailer of consumer electronics, Big
Bang strives to provide the complete satisfaction
of consumer needs and establish a long-term
relationship with consumers, both in the prepurchase, mid-purchase and in the post-purchase
phase. As part of the company’s business model,
we are constantly in search of opportunities
regarding the consumer, new technologies, new
developing brands and business sales models.
Big Bang implements a multi-channel sales model
and is developing it into an omni-channel sales
model, whereby we want to offer the consumer
added value in all phases of the purchase and
post-purchase process. We are also developing a
seamless connection between several marketing
channels that are consumer-oriented. With the
establishment of smaller Click&Collect stores, we
can offer our customers more convenient shopping.
Having an optimised presence online and well-set up
goods paths, we now provide a simplified shopping
experience with a delivery and installation service.
The use of internet and mobile devices enables an
increasingly faster and easier access to various
kinds of information and online offers, therefore
the further development of online contents and
the connection of classic retail stores with social
networks, mobile shopping and classical online
shopping remains our main focus in the future.
We will:
• Actively develop and add new
contents and information on-line,
•

•

Enlarge the network of points
of acceptance or sales where
Big Bang is not yet present,

•

Add new product groups and
products to the current range of
products intended for sale, and

Particularly focus on the presentation and sale
of additional services, primarily in order to assist
and improve the customers’ shopping experience,
enable the maximum use of the products bought,
and most of all to facilitate the interconnectivity of
the various products.
In spite of the increasingly smarter and stateof-the-art devices and products, we are faced
with the dilemma as to whether we are using
them correctly or whether they provide what we
expect from them. This is where we, at Big Bang
will add our value and experience, and share our
knowledge with our customers to ensure them
the right comfort and use of the products and
services bought from us.
By bringing together information that we obtain
through technology, industry, the market,
consumer and analytical knowledge, in addition
to experience, we can adapt the Big Bang sales
business model into an omnitail business model,
which, thanks to its focus on the added value of a
service for the consumer, represents an additional
competitive advantage.

Adjust the stores to the new type,
i.e. click&collect, and open additional
stores of this type if necessary,

11. 1 EMPLOYEES
In 2015, we promoted the development of
additional services more than ever before.
Therefore, the need for the development
of employees and further improvement of
communication has increased. Big Bang’s internal
culture is based on respecting the key values that
encourage our employees to act transparently, be
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experts in their fields, and to be highly responsible
and flexible. At Big Bang, we assume responsibility
for ourselves, our work, our company and our
social environment.
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11. 1. 1 Effective Individuals Are the Foundation for Business Growth
We continued the downsizing trend in 2015,
especially in the units that were not as effective
as others. We adjusted the number of employees
in individual units according to employee
performance indicators, thereby increasing the
performance of individual units. Our drive towards
better performance is the basis when new

recruitments are in place; recruitment is focused
on departments with a higher added value.
We downsized the total number of employees by
19.

The number of employees per sector
Org. units

31 Dec 2015

31 Dec 2014

31 Dec 2013

22

23

25

287

301

324

Marketing

6

5

8

Wholesale

7

6

5

Product management

21

18

17

Purchasing department

3

10

8

Logistics

15

17

19

361

380

406

Management
Sales
(retail + on-line centre)

Big Bang, d. o. o.

The largest employee turnover was recorded in
the numerically strongest sector, i.e. the Retail
sector. In 2015, we adopted new Rules on Job

Classification to regulate the organizational
structure in the Company, which has resulted in
reallocation of employees in departments.

An overview of employee turnover per sector
RECRUITMENTS

DEPARTURES

Number

%

Number

%

Management

3

13.64%

4

18.18%

Sales (retail +
on-line centre)

31

10.80%

40

13.94%

Marketing

2

33.33%

4

66.67%

Wholesale

0

0.00%

3

42.86%

Product
management

0

0.00%

1

4.76%

Purchasing
department

0

0.00%

2

66.67%

Logistics

1

6.67%

2

13.33%

Big Bang TOTAL

37

42

Note: Slight differences between this chart and the chart above result from internal transfers.

With a view to the previous years, we have been
continuing our trend of rationalisation since 2011.
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The number of employees from 2001 to 2014
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In the future we intend to maintain our number
of employees at the current level. By intensively
monitoring performance indicators, we are
constantly striving to improve performance, both
at the level of teams as well as at the individual level.

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

To this end, we changed KPIs in 2015, especially
in the sales department where indicators had
to be adjusted to the promotion of sales and the
development of services.

Rewarding of Employees
Business performance and effectiveness is
rewarded in accordance with the Rules on
Rewarding, which have been supplemented so
that the work of the Company is not affected in
the event the planned results are not achieved.
The Rules on Rewarding were adopted in 2013,
and they include:
• Rewarding responsibilities and
performance of individuals (KPI),
•

The growth of an individual’s
competencies,

•

Group results (business performance).

The rules are a good basis for monitoring
individual’s advancement and performance
and they were also used in 2015 with individual
supplements introduced in individual units,
enabling us to better plan rewards.
At the end of the year, we additionally rewarded five
employees who were applauded as role models
for Big Bang employees. We also rewarded 50
employees for exceptional achievements in 2015.

11. 1. 2 Professionally Competent Individuals are the Foundation for Business Growth
Key sales and leadership skills at Big Bang are
built in a large part from within the Company,
and we also strive towards the appropriate use
of knowledge and skills acquired through formal
education. For this purpose, we organised internal

trainings and education events throughout the
year; moreover, we concluded a contract on offthe-job education with two employees and we cofinance their education.

Employee structure as at 31 December 2015
The chart shows that over a half of our employees
have a 4-year secondary vocational education
level (level V), followed by employees with a
3-year secondary vocational level (level IV), and
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then employees with a master’s degree (level
VII). In comparison with 2014, the number of
employees with elementary school level (level
II) and the master’s degree (level VII) decreased,
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while the number of employees with a 4-year
secondary vocational education level (level V) and
the bachelor’s degree (level VI) increased. In 2015,

two of our employees obtained a higher level of
education.

Employee structure as at 31 December 2015
Level VIII

Level I
Level II
Level III

Level VII

Level VI

Level V

Level IV

The Organisation of Quarter-Yearly Conferences for Key Managers, and the Strategic Conference
Quarter-yearly conferences for key managers are
intended for the identification of key opportunities
for improvement and the preparation of action
plans for improvement. The strategic conference,
which covers a wider area of activities, is intended,

in addition to meeting the Company’s focuses,
also to improve the communication between
individual departments; at the conference we
discuss operational, daily topics, and we include all
participants in the discussions.

Continuing and upgrading existing education programmes
In 2015, the education of all sales persons was
organised with the purpose of refreshing and
upgrading their existing knowledge and skills. The
emphases was on the understanding of the role of
each individual sales person, how each sales person
can actively contribute to the success of sales and
provide perfect service for every customer. All
cashiers were also included in the sales academy,
as well as all sales persons for the understanding
of the concept of the sales academy.
Shop managers and heads of departments
attended an advanced training for leadership skills
with an emphasis on the communication skills
required by managers. In doing so, we wanted to
have an effect on the greater implementation of
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the sales academy for sales persons, and a higher
level of motivation among employees.
Key managers received training regarding
communication skills, with the purpose of
creating better managerial communication and
a better understanding of themselves in various
managerial situations.
To increase motivation and support, improve
communication, give feedback, develop team
work and cooperation between teams, as well
as strengthen the sense of belonging, we began
providing communication skill training for all the
other employees.
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Apart from the intensive orientation towards
increasing sales and managerial skills, employees
were trained in other areas as well, such as

knowing the merchandise, occupational safety
and other topics related to their fields.

Monitoring the Effectiveness of Trainings
We monitor the results of the training
programmes by evaluating the participants, as
well as through individual KPIs. Periodic evaluation
of competences and regular monitoring of
performance indicators, facilitates the sequential

monitoring of advancement during and after
training. Ensuring that knowledge is transferred
into practice is the job of managers and two
regional managers, who record individual success
by testing on-job knowledge and skills.

11. 1. 3 Big Bang Promotes Equal Opportunities
We are aware of the importance of differences
among people, therefore we are making every
effort to maintain the balance between the
number of female and male employees. In 2015,

women accounted for 43.2% of all Big Bang
employees, and men accounted for 56.8%,
meaning the proportion has remained the same
compared to 2014.

Structure per gender and age range as at 31 December 2015
Age

Number

Percent

Men

Women

20 to 30 years

55

15.24%

45

10

30 to 40 years

181

50.14%

96

85

40 to 50 years

90

24.93%

48

42

50 to 60 years

34

9.42%

15

19

1

0.28%

1

0

361

100

205

156

From 60 up
TOTAL

Compared to 2014, the Company has slightly less
employees aged 40+ in 2015. The majority of
employees were still 30 to 40 years old, although
the age group between 20 and 30 also increased.

In 2015, we employed one individual with disabilities
(3rd category of disability) more than in 2014. We
offer options for flexible work for all individuals
with disabilities as circumstances allow.

The number of employees with a recognised degree of disability
Disability category

Women (No.)

Men (No.)

Total number

2nd category

2

0

2

3rd category

5

3

8

TOTAL

7

3

10

11. 1. 4 Young People
In 2015, we again actively cooperated with
schools in all Slovenian regions by enabling
student placement in our stores. We also still
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offer company scholarships to some perspective
students.
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11. 1. 5 We are Socially and Environmentally Aware
You can read more about all the activities
our employees participate in that show our
environmental and social responsibility in the
chapter Sustainability. Another way that the
employees demonstrated their responsibility
to others in 2015 was the fact that four of our
employees regularly took part in blood drives.

Our employees often come up with suggestions
for each other or the company on how and where
we can take part in various charity events, either
to help individuals that find themselves in personal
crises, or to help charity organisations that in turn
help others.

11. 1. 6 We Care for the Well-Being of Our Employees
At Big Bang we are aware that occupational health
and safety ensures, in addition to its basic purpose,
also the satisfaction of our employees. This way
we are making continuous efforts to decrease the
level of risk resulting from the implementation of
our work processes. We are looking for solutions
that are more friendly to the health of our
employees and their safety. In 2015, we adopted
a new Risk Assessment Safety Statement. We
periodically assess the risks and keep them at
an acceptable level by applying safety measures.
Employees occasionally receive training for
occupational safety and fire safety, as well as
training on how to put out initial fires. Periodically,
preventive medical examinations of all company
employees are carried out, in accordance with the
medical risk assessment. In 2015, we also carried
out occasional inspections of the work spaces and
equipment, inspections and tests regarding the
ecological working conditions, regular technical
tests of the hydrant network and fire extinguisher.
In 2015, we reported four occupational injuries.
We launched the Health Promotion Programme
in 2013 and continued to develop it in 2015. We
worked together with the Slovenian Chamber of
Commerce on the project “Shoppy’s advice: What

to do in the event of third party violence and how
to deal with stress in the workplace?” Our role in
the project is to bring attention to the dangers
and risks that occur in the workplace, especially
in sales, and that we prepared some materials
with which to inform employees and improve the
competency of employees and employers in the
sales industry so that they can recognise and
handle the risks of third party violence and the
associated stress (methods to recognise and
deal with the psycho-social risks and stress), as
well as increase awareness on the importance of
mental and physical well-being in the workplace
and consequently also in a person’s personal life.
We look after our employees by helping to create a
more secure future, and, to this end, we contribute,
together with the employees, to a supplementary
pension scheme at two insurance companies,
i.e. Skupna, d. d. and Prva zavarovalnica, d.
d. In 2015, there were 261 employees in the
supplementary pension scheme. Our company’s
contribution remained the same regardless of
the chosen provider; the average deposit amount
of individuals was €8.33 at the Skupna insurance
company and €13.68 at the Prva zavarovalnica
insurance company.

NO. OF EMPLOYEES

AVERAGE PAYMENT

SKUPNA POKOJNINSKA DRUŽBA, D. D.

152

€8.33

PRVA OSEBNA ZAVAROVALNICA, D. D.

109

€13.68

11. 1. 7 Communication
In 2015 we continued issuing the monthly internal
newsletter that was given a makeover and a new
name in the autumn. The newly-named newsletter,
Big Bang World, is used to inform employees
about the results of the previous month, notify
them on upcoming directions the company is
taking and presenting news, educational content
and information about the employees.
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Another important communication channel
was initiated in November 2015, the BBlog web
portal which provides us with better insight into
all the different areas of operations and a better
understanding of the employees. The BBlog
contributes to the expansion of the mutual work
and communications environment. The purpose
and goal of the BBlog web portal is to establish trust
and enhance relationships with the employees,
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emphasise status equality among job positions, a
place to post important notices, air ideas, gather
information, as well as establish communication
with its readers.

with whom the Management has established a
very good dialogue. The Management of the Union
actively collaborates in improvements to the
general acts of the Company.

All important decisions in the Company are made
in cooperation with the Company’s Labour Union,

11. 1. 8 We are Focused on the Future
In 2016, we will be focused on increasing the
performance and engagement of employees
by defining the responsibilities and business
processes even more clearly, upgrading the
monitoring and development of individual’s
performance, continuing the regular training
programme for the sales staff, and regularly
monitoring employee satisfaction via projects.
Furthermore, we will regularly monitor the quality
of internal communication and an individual’s
added value, and we will regularly implement
action plans to improve efficiency.
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12. RISK
MANAGEMENT
12. 1 Business Risks
12. 1. 1 Purchasing Risks
Price risks
Changes in purchase prices represent a strategic,
business and financial risk. On the one side, there
is a risk that the prices of certain goods, which we
have in stock, may decrease on the market. The
adaptation to the changed market conditions
incurs stock revaluation costs. Furthermore,
if a supplier increases a certain price, it may
lead to a problem of non-competitiveness and
consequently a drop in sales.

which determines certain limitations. Another
important instrument for the management of this
risk is stock regulation in respect to the level of
risk for individual type or group of goods.
The movement of purchase prices represents a
high risk to a trading company. Exposure to this
risk at Big Bang, however, is moderate.

The reduction instrument for risks related to the
movement of prices is the purchase contract,

Inventory risk
Bad inventory (dead or slow-moving stock, goods
with expired shelf life, etc.) causes longer time
deposits and requires sales at discounted sale
prices, as well as write-offs, thus affecting the
Company’s operating result.
We manage this type of risk by constantly
monitoring such stock, using defined criteria and
by taking prompt measures, whereby we include

our suppliers in the solutions as regards the bad
inventory. The instrument for managing such risk
is also the purchase contract.
Bad inventory has a major effect on the Company’s
operations, yet it does not represent a high risk to
Big Bang, as the percentage of bad inventory is
very low and we have an impairment formed for it.

Delivery risk
This is a risk that a supplier may fail to deliver
goods within the agreed period, which in particular
represents a risk for merchandise in offer. A
consequence of untimely delivery is failure to
reach the planned effect of the offer and a loss
of the Company’s goodwill. Untimely issues of
merchandise are also an opportunity cost, as they
may result in low stock of goods, thus a loss of
sales opportunities.
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An instrument for managing this type of risk is
the purchase contract, in which damages are
determined separately for the case of untimely
issue of goods in offer and for untimely deliveries
of goods not in offer.
Untimely deliveries represent a moderate risk,
which slightly decreases with stock optimization.
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Goods or accompanying documentation risk
Big Bang trades in a wide range of products, which
must comply with numerous legal requirements.
There is a risk that a certain product may not
entirely comply with the requirements, thus
resulting in consequences, such as the prohibition
of sale by supervisory bodies, costs of procedures
and high penalties, which have a direct negative

impact on the operating result. To limit this type of
risk, we follow the current legislation and keep our
employees at the sales department informed of it.
The impact on operations is moderate, and the
probability of occurrence is low.

Logistics risk
At Big Bang, the logistics activity represents
certain risks for the Company’s operations, which
is particularly reflected in resource management
(human, spatial, time, technological, information,
data resources, etc.) and cost management.
We decrease the possibility of risks by:
• Being organized – cooperation and codeciding of the logistics department
with other fields of the Company on all
levels (strategic, tactical, operative),
•

Managing standards – development
and use of own standards and their
transfer to external partners,

•

Applying cutting-edge technology
– use of new technologies,

•

Having IT support – introduction of
a better information system,

•

Managing costs – reduction and
control in all processes and sources,

•

Planning – easier and better
resource management.

In terms of logistics, we carry out these activities
internally, i.e. through our own development
and changes of processes, by introducing new
operating standards and renewed operations, and
externally, i.e. through activities and cooperation
on all levels of operations in the Company and the

sales logistics with external partners. For these
purposes we are:
• Preparing logistic processes renewal,
•

Introducing processes of purchasing,
sales, after-sales, reverse and
distribution logistics,

•

Preparing a new purchase contract
with a logistics annex,

•

Preparing new data and packing standards,

•

Preparing a manual for suppliers
with corresponding damages for
disrespecting delivery dates,

•

Cooperating and managing
quality systems, etc.

We have been actively changing the role of the
logistics from a support function into that of an
important supporting player and development
partner as a very important link of the supply
chain. Logistics as a function has a significant
impact on the excellence of the supply chain and
on the Company’s competitiveness. It will continue
affecting the buyers’ satisfaction, operating
excellence, and it will also allow us to manage our
working capital more economically as well as use
our operating assets more efficiently.
Considering all the indicated measures and
activities, we assess the logistics risks to be low.

12. 1. 2 HR Risks
HR risks represent a shortage of suitable,
properly qualified employees, and the health,
satisfaction and motivation of the existing staff.
The measures to manage HR risks include the
development of a rewarding system, which
encourages outstanding individuals and their
achievements, the development and education of
motivated individuals, and regular monitoring and
planning of the careers of key employees. We plan
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and regularly monitor their education, and at the
same time increase their responsibility at work,
encouraging them to take on new assignments,
and promote the reallocation to new job positions.
We use soft skills to ensure the motivation, selfinitiative of employees, and as a result, their sense
of belonging to the Company, thus decreasing
the risk of their departure. We use a planned
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development of the system for successions to
decrease the risk of long-time absenteeism.
The Company is also exposed to the information
flow risk, which is mitigated by applying the
measures, such as the development of the

intranet and other IT programmes to support
the working processes and mutual business
communication; we also regularly monitor how
well the employees at all levels are informed
through expert, commercial meetings and weekly
meetings in the retail stores.

12. 1. 3 Legal Risks
Legal safety and compliance of operations at Big
Bang are handled by the Human Resources and
Legal Affairs Department, which collaborates
with external legal advisors. It is involved in all
areas of work where the collaboration of the Legal
Affairs Department is necessary; it is especially
responsible for monitoring legislation, reviewing
contracts, preparing internal acts, and handling
and coordinating the resolution of disputes that
may occur in the operations of the Big Bang Group.

Legislative and regulatory risks are managed by
analysing the effects of proposals of new relevant
acts or changes on the operation of the Company.
Managing risks of wrongful acts also requires
continuous control despite the low probability
(frequency) that they will occur and despite not
being very significant.

12. 1. 4 IT Risks
Just like every other company, Big Bang is also
facing the need for appropriate IT security,
which hinges upon the proper organisation of
the company, as well as suitable equipment and
qualified staff.

and the information system. At the same time,
the introduction of the system contributes to a
more effective implementation of processes and
a higher quality of operations, and consequently
enhances our competitive advantage.

In 2014, we completed the information protection
management system project in accordance
with ISO/IES 27001. By applying suitable safety
and technical measures, safety policies and
organisational procedures such as defined by the
above-mentioned system, we wish to decrease
the risks in assuring the safety of information

In the next business year, we will actively engage
in the safety aspect of Big Bang’s data network
and the setting up of a state-of-the art peripheral
system, which will enable us to manage the IT
system in accordance with the principles of the
modern IT safety needs and challenges.

12. 1. 5 Asset Protection
The insurance policy is used to provide appropriate
security of property in case of different
unpredictable loss events. We have concluded
contracts for the following insurance types:
• Fire insurance,

•

Cargo insurance for international transport,

•

Burglary insurance,

•

Auto insurance,

•

Earthquake insurance,

•

Accident insurance,

•

General liability insurance,

•

Receivables insurance.

12. 1. 6 Financial Risks
In terms of business risk management, we follow
the current conditions on all global markets.
Obtaining and managing the finances needed for
undisturbed operations and investments remains
difficult, so we pay special attention to financial
risks due to our global presence. The economic
crisis has brought about new reporting methods;
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the focus is not in numbers anymore but in
different scenarios and analyses, whereas risks
are becoming a fact and their management needs
to be introduced to all spheres of our operations.
Regarding financial risk management, we follow
the adopted financial policy, which includes the
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fundamental elements for efficient and systematic
financial risk management. The following are the
goals of an active risk management process:
• Reaching stability of operations and
decreasing exposure to individual
risks to an acceptable level,
•

Increasing the market value, its
competitiveness and credit rating,

•

Higher predictability of cash
flows and profits,

•

Lower tax liabilities, and

•

Decreased effects of extreme loss events.

Financial risks are evaluated within the framework
of the following groups:
• Credit risk, which comprises all risks where
the business partners’ (buyers’) default
on their contractual liabilities decreases
the Company’s economic benefits,
•

Market risk, which includes the
interest rate risk, foreign currency
risk, inflation risk, and liquidity risk,

•

Insolvency risk, which covers the shortterm and long-term insolvency risks.

Credit Risk
Credit risk exposure depends on individual buyers
and the economic conditions in the buyers’
countries of origin.
At Big Bang, we have formed an active credit risk
management policy, which includes continuous
monitoring of outstanding receivables, a system
of limits to restrict the exposure to an individual
buyer, default interest, receivables insurance and
a receivables recovery policy. This system covers
all buyers. We are aware that an overly strict
credit risk management policy could decrease the
Company’s competitiveness, resulting in a loss of
a certain amount of customers and consequently
income.
In order to limit the exposure to the aforementioned
risk, we use a well-conceived and formalized credit
rating system that comprises the following:
• Insurance of possible future receivables
upon signing the contract, and verifying
the new and existing buyers’ credit rating,
•

Determining the range and maximum
limit for loyal and known buyers
considering the assessed credit rating,
extent of turnover and previous

payment discipline, depending on the
amount and quality of insurance,
•

Determining the limit for new
buyers considering the assessed
credit rating and insurance,

•

Detailed trade receivable
recovery procedure (including
the court recovery of debts).

Big Bang generates a majority of sales revenue in
the retail segment. Besides cash payments, other
payment instruments (cards, consumer loans)
enable us to receive practically the entire revenue
from this segment of sales immediately or in a
few days after products have been sold. In the
wholesale segment, we consistently implement
the indicated measures for risk hedging; therefore,
the Management believes the credit risk exposure
to be moderate.
More information on exposure to credit risk is
available in the Financial Report under the section
Financial Risk Management.

Market Risk
Market risk is a risk that changes in market prices,
such as exchange rates, interest rates and equity
instruments, may affect the revenue or the
value of financial instruments. The aim of market

risk management is to manage and control the
exposure to market risks within reasonable limits
and simultaneous profit optimization.

Interest rate risk
Interest rate risk is a risk that the value of a
financial instrument may change due to market
interest rates fluctuation. In 2015, Big Bang had
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a revolving loan tied to the EURIBOR variable
interest rate risk, thus its operation is exposed to
interest rate risk.
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Average monthly EURIBOR rates in 2015
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In 2015, we witnessed the fall of the EURIBOR.
The 2016 forecasts show a continuation of such a
trend, since the EURIBOR rates are not expected to
rise due to the expected ECB’s quantitative easing.
Given the fact that the Company is expected to
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have only short-term loans in 2016, the exposure
to interest rate risk will be low. The Management of
the Company, therefore, assesses the exposure
to interest rate risk in 2015 and 2016 as being low.

Currency risk
Currency risk is a risk that the Company’s economic
benefits may decrease as a result of changed rate
of an individual currency.

The Company assesses that the currency risk
is not present, as the share of foreign currency
transactions compared to the overall operations
is negligible.

Inflation risk
The Management of the Company assesses that
the inflation exposure risk is constant and low.

More information on exposure to market risk is
available in the Financial Report under the section
Financial Risk Management.

12. 1. 7 Insolvency Risk
Insolvency risk is the risk that the Company will
encounter problems in obtaining the finances
needed to fulfil its financial liabilities. The Company
has managed the indicated risk with active liquidity
management in order to prevent the events of
non-reconciled cash inflows and outflows. This
comprises the following:
• The system of caps determining the
minimum finances and high-liquid assets
a company must always have available,
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•

The credit risk management
policy ensuring payment of
receivables as planned,

•

Continuous cash flow planning
and monitoring, and

•

Credit line with banks enabling
borrowing withdrawal with
regard to the current needs.
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Easier management and balancing of the current
liquidity also enables constant inflow from retail
buyers.
The Management of the Company assesses that
the insolvency risk exposure is constant and low
with regard to the indicated protection measures
and the current situation.
More information on exposure to insolvency risk is
available in the Financial Report under the section
Financial Risk Management.
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13. STATEMENT
IN ACCORDANCE WITH
ARTICLE 545 OF THE
COMPANIES ACT (ZGD-1)
The Managing Director of Big Bang, d. o. o.,
Ljubljana hereby declares that in 2015 there was
no action taken or abandoned on the initiative of
the parent company or its related companies that
would represent a deprivation for Big Bang, d. o. o.,
Ljubljana.

Aleš Ponikvar
Managing Director
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14. SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT
14. 1 Responsibility towards Employees
The driving force of Big Bang’s operations is
its employees, who significantly contribute
to the realisation of the social and business
objectives and strategies of the Company. The
HR development strategy for employees is
aimed at increasing employee efficiency in the
process of attaining set goals and developing
or maintaining the employees’ competencies,
which represent our competitive advantage. Our
main goal is to have competent, motivated and
engaged employees. We want to build a culture of
mutual trust, respect, cooperation and team work,
continuous learning, as well as responsible and
effective work. We strive for all our activities to
reflect our responsibility towards our employees
and the values that we advocate: honesty and
transparency of operations (we work in a clear,
transparent manner that is in accordance with the
legislation and ethics), professionalism (we always
advise and conduct ourselves in accordance with
MEASURE
New job systematisation
and overhaul of the
payment system

Establishing a
systematic monitoring
process of Annual
Development Interviews

the highest level of professionalism), team spirit
(we achieve and exceed common goals together),
an entrepreneurial attitude (we take advantage
of every opportunity and are resourceful in the
business environment), responsibility (we are
responsible for ourselves, our work and our
company) and flexibility (we adapt to the various
work tasks, circumstances and situations).
Good results can be achieved only with committed
and qualified people. We invest in the development
of our expert and managerial personnel, we
support employees in obtaining higher education,
and also offer numerous possibilities for their
development, education and training.
The HR and HR Development Departments have
staged several projects that are either already
concluded, still on-going or yet to be pointed out.

STATUS

OBJECTIVE

Adopted in 2015 and on-going

A new organization of the
organizational unit and job positions,
which is adapted to the business
model of the Company, and revaluation
of job positions in accordance with
the accompanying changes

Established in 2011

Systematic communication
with employees regarding
goals of their work and career
path development, support for
management by objectives

Postavljeno bo v letu 2016.

Sistematična komunikacija
z zaposlenimi glede ciljev
dela in razvoja karierne poti,
podpora ciljnemu vodenju.

Establishing a
systematic monitoring
process of short quarter- To be established in 2016
yearly development
programmes
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Systematic communication
with employees regarding
goals of their work and career
path development, support for
management by objectives
Annual Report 2015 | Bussines Report

Sales Academy and the
monitoring system established
in 2012, Big Bang leadership
school established in 2013,
both implemented annually

Improving skills and raising awareness
of a person’s own responsibility
with the goal of better adapting our
products to the customer and market
or of improving the management
and motivation of employees

Product training

On-going process

Enhancing know-how and
expertise on products on sale
with the goal of better adapting
our products to the customer

A detailed system for
receiving ideas and
recommendations
for improvement

Setting up the Idea Depository
in 2012, and continuous
internal encouragement,
rewards for best ideas

Systematic monitoring of
recommendations for improvement
of business operations

Improving internal
communications

The Internal Communications
Policy was prepared in
2012; needs revision

Mapping communication
processes in the company

Setting up the intranet

Groundwork laid in 2013,
launched in 2015

Establishing the communication
framework of the Company

Sales and leadership
skills training

14. 2 Responsibility towards the Owner
The basic objective of Big Bang is to achieve
profitable operations and generate a positive
cash flow. A responsible activity towards the

owner is reflected in achieving our operating
goals, the suitable transparency of operations,
and communication with the owner.

14. 3 Responsibility towards Customers
In 2015 we directed our entire company strategy
towards the consumer. We therefore introduced a
new slogan in February, “A better service. A better
buy”, and set up everything required to realise
this. Services and a comprehensive solution
took primary position. The main set of services
is as follows: consulting and education, click and
collect, insuring products, delivery and removal,
installation, setting up and other services. Services
have become a part of our daily communications
and offer, as we want to provide the consumer
with a comprehensive solution and thus offer
assistance with the entire shopping process, even
post-purchase.
We also developed an additional commitment
called Price Match, where we guarantee the
consumer price checking in comparison with

competitive products. This is an additional
confirmation of prices which is very important to
consumers. The functionality was introduced both
online and in stores.
Regarding educational content, we upgraded the
web portal both in a content and technical aspect.
In August we renovated the entire website, and,
before this, also the Info Portal. Changes were
primarily made regarding the website optimisation
and the new means of providing information
that is better structured and more user-friendly.
The number of educational content and video
presentations also increased.
Focus on the customer, the development of new
services, and a simplified shopping experience with
better flow stay in the centre of our development.

14. 4 Social Responsibility
As a company we are aware that the collaboration
between charity organisations and companies like
ours is a necessity. We do the best we can, which
usually means giving smaller donations in the form
of products, such as a washing machine for a fireAnnual Report 2015 | Bussines Report

fighting society. In collaboration with Beko, as their
official distributor, we donated several household
appliances to the Slovenian Association of Friends
of Youth. These appliances were mainly used in
the youth centre in Kranjska Gora, while others
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went to families in need. In September, we took 18
children from underprivileged families to watch a
basketball game in Zagreb, where the European

basketball championship was being held. We
were able to give the children an unforgettable
experience and bring a smile to their faces.

14. 5 Environmental Responsibility
Responsible attitude towards the environment is
our Company’s guideline. We endeavour to be an
environment-friendly company in all aspects of
our operations. We make proper arrangements
for the disposal of all waste produced in our
operations.
The trade activity produces different types of
waste. One of the main types of packaging. Being
a seller of consumer electronics and household
appliances, we also produce waste electric and
electronic equipment, therefore we collect and
properly dispose both types of waste.
In accordance with statutory provision, we have
transferred our obligations to two companies
specialised for handling electric and electronic
equipment and batteries (Zeos, d. o. o.) and
handling waste packaging (Unirec, d. o. o.).
We pay these companies to make proper
arrangements for recycling and re-use of our

waste. Waste management, therefore, represents
a cost for us, but most of all it has a positive
effect on the natural environment, which must be
properly protected.
We also provide waste separation for both types of
waste. At most of our stores we collect packaging
as part of the shopping centre; in two stores and
our central warehouse we have our own containers
and separate disposal. We collect waste electric
and electronic equipment in our collection centres.
In Ljubljana, we have a temporary collection point
at the BTC Eco-island, and in Maribor such waste
is temporarily stored by Europark; our business
unit in Celje also has a separate area intended
for the temporary storage of such waste. Other
small stores deliver waste electric and electronic
equipment to contractual waste disposal centres.
In 2015, we collected and handed to our contractual
waste disposal centres the following amounts of
waste electric and electronic equipment:

Light bulbs

245

Large household appliances

88,494

Refrigerators and freezers

48,699

TV monitors

7,288

Small household appliances

3,339

batteries

1,019

Total kg

149,084

Our system of waste electric and electronic
equipment collection is friendly not only to the
environment but also to our customers. We have
containers for the separate collection of batteries,
light bulbs and small electric devices at all our
stores, where every customer is free to dispose

of their disused devices, regardless of whether
they have purchased them from us or not. Large
devices (home appliances), however, can be
disposed with us only if purchased from us. On
customer’s wish, we can haul away old devices
when we deliver new ones.

Significant Business Events after the Balance Sheet Date
There were no events that would significantly
affect the financial statements or require
additional disclosures to the annual report.
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FINANCIAL
REPORT

15. AUDITED FINANCIAL
STATEMENT
15. 1 STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION (BALANCE SHEET)
In thousands of euros

Item

Note

TOTAL ASSETS
Long-term assets

31 Dec 2015

31 Dec 2014

26,519

31,133

4,026

5,188

Intangible assets

5.1

321

445

Property, plant and equipment

5.2

2,977

3,716

Investment property

5.3

242

251

Long-term financial
investments in subsidiaries

5.4

0

536

Long-term loans

5.5

0

2

Deferred tax assets

5.6

486

238

22,493

25,945

Short-term assets
Inventories

5.7

14,065

14,136

Short-term loans

5.5

1

580

Current tax assets

5.8

236

0

Short-term operating receivables

5.9

6,639

10,927

5.10

1,553

302

26,519

31,133

8,469

7,564

Share capital

4,204

4,204

Capital surplus

2,705

2,705

Profit reserves

420

420

211

0

24

24

905

211

18,049

23,569

310

325

310

325

0

0

0

0

17,739

23,244

Cash
TOTAL LIABILITIES
Equity

5.11

Retained earnings
Revaluation surplus
Net profit for the period
Liabilities
Provisions and long-term accrued
expenses and deferred revenues
Provisions

5.13

Long-term liabilities
Long-term financial liabilities

5.12

Short-term liabilities
Short-term financial liabilities

5.12

500

3,033

Short-term operating liabilities

5.14

17,239

19,953

Current tax liabilities

5.15

0

258
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The notes are an integral part of these financial statements
and should be read in conjunction with them.

15. 2 INCOME STATEMENT
In thousands of euros

Item

Note

2015

2014

NET SALES

6.1

104,471

102,231

Cost of sales

6.2

-83,471

-80,183

21,001

22,048

GROSS PROFIT FROM SALES
Selling expenses

6.3

-17,648

-18,724

General administration costs

6.3

-2,181

-2,314

Revaluatory operating expenses

6.4

-1,236

-167

Other operating costs

6.5

-4

-62

Other operating revenue

6.6

91

77

23

858

OPERATING PROFIT OR LOSS
Financial income

6.5

2,172

3,990

Financial expenses

6.5

-1,289

-3,940

NET FINANCIAL INCOME/EXPENSES

884

50

OTHER EXPENSES

-251

0

EARNINGS BEFORE TAX

656

908

Income tax

6.6

0

-258

Deferred taxes

6.7

248

-439

905

211

NET PROFIT FOR THE PERIOD

The notes are an integral part of these financial statements and should be read in conjunction with them.

15. 3 STATEMENT OF OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
In thousands of euros

Item
Net profit or loss for the period
Other comprehensive income for the period
Total comprehensive income for the period
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2015

2014

905

211

-

24

905

235
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15. 4 CASH FLOW STATEMENT
In thousands of euros

Item

2015

2014

656

908

Adjustments for:

1,519

1,341

Depreciation and amortisation

1,192

1,333

Revaluation operating income

-42

-41

Revaluatory operating expenses

1,236

167

Impairment of financial investments

1,106

3,273

-2,154

-3,942

Expenditure for the provisions of given sureties, guarantees and lawsuits

18

28

Investment income

-17

-48

Financing expenses

179

571

Changes in net current assets and provisions

1,428

1,446

Changes in operating and other receivables

4,288

1,061

71

-440

-2,714

853

18

-28

-236

0

3,603

3,695

-258

0

611

151

17

48

583

79

10

24

Expenses for investing activities

-335

-1,174

Expenses for acquisition of property, plant and equipment

-282

-518

-53

-153

0

-503

276

-1,023

Proceeds from investing activities

2,535

2,398

Proceeds from increase in short-term financial liabilities

2,535

2,398

-4,905

-4,917

-179

-571

0

0

Expenses for repayment of short-term financial liabilities

-4,726

-4,346

Net cash flow from financing activities

-2,370

-2,519

CASH FOR THE PERIOD

1,251

154

Opening balance of cash

302

148

1,553

302

CASH FLOW FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Earnings before tax

Financial income from the write-down of financial liabilities

Changes in inventories
Changes in operating and other liabilities
Changes in accruals and provisions
Increase/decrease of tax assets and liabilities
Net cash flow from operating activities
Paid/returned corporate income tax
CASH FLOW FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Proceeds from investing activities
Interest received
Proceeds from sale of property, plant and equipment
Proceeds from returned loans

Expenses for acquisition of intangible assets
Expenses for loans
Net cash flow from investing activities
CASH FLOW FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES

Expenses for financing activities
Expenses for interest paid
Expenses for repayment of long-term financial liabilities

Closing balance of cash
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Equity at 31 Dec 2015

Total transactions with
owners recorded in equity

Covering for the net loss according to a
resolution by the Management Board

4,204,400

0

2,704,549

0

420,440

0

23,616

0

904,642

-211,464

0

-211,464

904,642

904,642

211,464

211,464

211,464

211,464

0

211,464

0

0

0

904,642

904,642

7,564,469

7,564,469

0

8,469,111

0

0

0

0

23,616

23,616

0

Retained earnings from
the previous period

0

420,440

420,440

0

0

0

2,704,549

2,704,549

0

Transactions with owners
recorded in equity

Comprehensive income for the period

Revaluation surplus
0

4,204,400

Balance at 1 Jan 2015

Profit or loss for the period

4,204,400

Equity at 31 Dec 2014

0

0

0

Total transactions with
owners recorded in equity

0

0

Covering for the net loss according to a
resolution by the Management Board

0

0

0

0

Retained earnings from
the previous period

235,080

211,464

7,329,401

TOTAL
EQUITY

0

0

0

Retained
earnings

Transactions with owners
recorded in equity

211,464

211,464

0

Revaluation Profit or loss
surplus for the year

23,616

0

420,440

Legal
reserves

Comprehensive income for the period

0

2,704,549

Capital
surplus

23,616
0

4,204,400

Share
capital

Revaluation surplus

Profit or loss for the period

Balance as at 1 Jan 2014

Item

In thousands of euros

15. 5 STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
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15. 6 PROPOSAL FOR THE APPROPRIATION OF PROFIT
The profit for appropriation for 2015 totalled EUR 905 thousand.
The Management proposes that the profit for appropriation for 2015 be left entirely undistributed.
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16. NOTES
TO THE AUDITED
FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS
16. 1 The Reporting Company
Big Bang, d. o. o., (“Company”) has its registered
address at Šmartinska cesta 152, 1000 Ljubljana,
Slovenia. The Company compiles consolidated
financial statements and its Annual Report in
accordance with the International Financial

Reporting Standards (“IFRS”) as adopted by
the European Union and in accordance with the
Companies Act. The business year equals the
calendar year.

16. 1. 1 The Company and the registered office of the parent company
The Company is a subsidiary of Merkur, trgovina
in storitve, d. d. – in bankruptcy, with its registered
office at Cesta na Okroglo 7, 4202 Naklo, Slovenia.
As at 31 December 2015, Merkur, d. d. – in

bankruptcy, was the sole owner of the Company’s
equity. On 14 November 2014, the parent company
declared bankruptcy and it no longer prepares the
consolidated annual report.

16. 2 Basis for Compilation
16. 2. 1 Statement of Compliance
The financial statements have been prepared
in accordance with the IFRS promulgated by
the International Accounting Standards Board
(“IASB”), as adopted by the European Union.

The Management of the Company endorsed the
financial statements on 8. 4. 2016.

Standards and interpretations effective in the reporting period
The
following
amendments
and
new
interpretations of the existing standards issued
by the IASB and adopted by the EU, are currently
effective:
Amendments
to
various
standards
“Improvements to the IFRS (the 2011–2013
period)” as stated in the annual improvements
to the IFRS project (IFRS 1, IFRS 3, IFRS 13 and
Annual Report 2015 | Financial Report

IAS 40), in particular with the aim of eliminating
inconsistencies and interpreting the text,
as adopted by the EU on 18 December 2014
(effective for annual periods beginning on or
after 1 January 2015).
IFRIC 21 “Levies”, adopted by the EU on 13 June
2014 (effective for annual periods beginning on or
after 17 June 2014).
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The adoption of these amendments to existing
standards has not introduced any changes to the
financial policies of the Company.

Standards and interpretations issued by the IASB and adopted by the EU but not yet effective
On the date of the endorsement of these financial
statements, the following standards, amendments
and interpretations, adopted by the EU, have been
issued but are not yet effective:
• Amendments to IFRS 11 “Joint
Arrangements” – Accounting for
Acquisitions of Interests in Joint
Operations, adopted by the EU
on 24 November 2015 (effective
for annual periods beginning on
or after 1 January 2016),
•

Amendments to IAS 1 “Presentation
of Financial Statements” –
Disclosure Initiative, adopted by the
EU on 18 December 2015 (effective
for annual periods beginning on
or after 1 January 2016),

•

Amendments to IAS 16 “Property, Plant
and Equipment” and IAS 38 “Intangible
Assets” – Clarification of Acceptable
Methods of Depreciation and Amortisation,
adopted by the EU on 2 December
2015 (effective for annual periods
beginning on or after 1 January 2016),

•

Amendments to IAS 16 “Property,
Plant and Equipment” and IAS 41
“Agriculture” - Agriculture: Bearer Plants,
adopted by the EU on 23 November
2015 (effective for annual periods
beginning on or after 1 January 2016),

•

Amendments to IAS 19 “Employee
Benefits” – Defined Benefit Plans:

Employee Contributions, adopted
by the EU on 17 December 2014
(effective for annual periods beginning
on or after 1 February 2015),
•

Amendments to IAS 27 “Separate
Financial Statements” – Equity Method
in Separate Financial Statements,
adopted by the EU on 18 December
2015 (effective for annual periods
beginning on or after 1 January 2016),

•

Amendments to various standards
“Improvements to the IFRS (the
2010–2012 period)” as stated in the
annual improvements to the IFRS project
(IFRS 2, IFRS 3, IFRS 8, IFRS 13, IAS 16,
IAS 24 and IAS 38), in particular with
the aim of eliminating inconsistencies
and interpreting the text, as adopted
by the EU on 17 December 2014
(effective for annual periods beginning
on or after 1 February 2015),

•

Amendments to various standards
“Improvements to the IFRS (the
2012–2014 period)” as stated in the
annual improvements to the IFRS project
(IFRS 5, IFRS 7, IAS 19 and IAS 34), in
particular with the aim of eliminating
inconsistencies and interpreting the text,
as adopted by the EU on 15 December
2015 (effective for annual periods
beginning on or after 1 January 2016).

Standards and interpretations issued by the IASB but not yet endorsed by the EU
The current IFRS as endorsed by the EU are not
significantly different from the regulations as
adopted by the IASB, with the exception of the
following standards, amendments to the existing
standards and interpretations, which were not yet
effective in the EU on 8 March 2016 (the effective
dates indicated below apply for the entire IFRS):
•
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IFRS 9 “Financial Instruments”
(effective for annual periods beginning
on or after 1 January 2018),

•

IFRS 14 “Regulatory Deferral Accounts”
(effective for annual periods beginning
on or after 1 January 2016) – The
European Commission decided not
to start the endorsement procedure
for this interim standard and to wait
until its final version is issued,

•

IFRS 15 “Revenue from Contracts with
Customers” (effective for annual periods
beginning on or after 1 January 2018),
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•

IFRS 16 “Leases” (effective for
annual periods beginning on
or after 1 January 2019),

•

Amendments to IFRS 10 “Consolidated
Financial Statements”, IFRS 12
“Disclosure of Interests in Other Entities”
and IAS 28 “Investments in Associates
and Joint Ventures” – Investment
Entities: Applying the Consolidation
Exception (effective for annual periods
beginning on or after 1 January 2016),

•

Amendments to IFRS 10 “Consolidated
Financial Statements” and IAS 28
“Investments in Associates and Joint
Ventures” – Sales or Contributions of
Assets between an Investor and Its
Associate or Joint Venture and subsequent
amendments (the effective date has
been deferred until the finalisation of the
research project on equity accounting),

•

Amendments to IAS 12 “Income
Taxes” – Recognition of Deferred
Tax Assets for Unrealised Losses
(effective for annual periods beginning
on or after 1 January 2017).

The Company assesses that the introduction
of these standards, amendments to existing
standards and interpretations will not significantly
impact its financial statements.
Also, the application of hedge accounting related
with the financial assets and liabilities portfolio,
the principles of which have not yet been endorsed
by the EU, has still not been regulated.
The Company assesses that the application of
hedge accounting related with the financial assets
and liabilities portfolio in accordance with the
requirements of the IAS 39: “Financial Instruments:
Recognition and Measurement” would not have
a significant impact on the Company’s financial
statements if applied on the balance sheet date.

16. 2. 2 Basis for Preparation
The financial statements have been prepared on a
historical cost basis and the going concern.

16. 2. 3 Functional and Presentation Currency
The financial statements of the Company are
presented in euros (€), which is the Company’s
functional currency. All accounting data presented

in euros is rounded to one thousand units. The
rounding may result in slight differences in
summation.

16. 2. 4 Use of Estimates and Judgments
The preparation of the financial statements in
accordance with IFRS requires management
to make certain estimates, judgments and
assumptions which impact the use of the
accounting policies and the disclosure of the values
of assets, liabilities, revenue and expenses. The
actual results may deviate from these estimates.
The estimates and assumptions must be
continuously verified. Adjustments of accounting
estimates are recognised for the period in which
an estimate is adjusted, and for all the future years
affected by the adjustment.
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The data about relevant estimates of uncertainty
and critical judgments, which were prepared by
the Management Board during the accounting
policies implementation process, and which most
affect the amounts in the financial statements,
are indicated in the notes under:
• Property, plant and equipment,
•

Investment property,

•

Financial assets and liabilities,

•

Inventory, and

•

Provisions.
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16. 3 Significant Accounting Policies
The Company has consistently applied the
accounting policies set out below for all periods
presented in the enclosed financial statements.

16. 3. 1 Foreign Currency
Foreign currency transactions
Transactions expressed in a foreign currency
are translated into the functional currency of the
Company at the prevailing exchange rate on the
date of the transaction. Monetary assets and
liabilities in foreign currency are translated at the
exchange rate of the functional currency prevailing
on the balance sheet date. Positive or negative
currency differences are differences between the

amortised cost in the functional currency at the
beginning of the period, adjusted for the amount
of effective interest and payments in the period,
and the amortised cost in a foreign currency
translated at the exchange rate at the end of the
period. Currency differences are recognised in the
income statement.

16. 3. 2 Financial Instruments
Non-Derivative Financial Instruments
Non-derivative financial instruments of the
Company include investments in equity, operating
and other receivables, cash and cash equivalents,
loans, as well as operating and other liabilities.
Initially, the Company recognises loans, receivables
and deposits on the day of their occurrence. The
other financial assets are initially recognised
on the date of exchange or when the Company
becomes a subject of contractual provisions
regarding the instrument.
The Company derecognises a financial asset when
the contractual rights for cash flows from this

asset terminate or when the Company transfers
the rights for contractual cash flows from the
financial asset based on a transaction in which all
risks and benefits attaching to the ownership of
the financial asset are transferred. Any share in a
transferred financial asset created or transferred
by the Company is recognised as an individual
asset or liability.
Financial assets and liabilities are offset, and the
net amount is presented in the balance sheet if
and only if the Company has a legal right to either
settle the net sum or cash in an asset and at the
same time settle its liability.

Investments in subsidiaries
Investments in subsidiaries are accounted for at
the cost in the financial statements of the Company.
Upon obtaining them, the investments are not
revalued due to currency differences (in the case
of investments in companies abroad) or due to

an increased value of a corresponding part of the
Company’s capital in which the Company has such
an investment. In justified cases, their value must
be impaired, provided that reasons for it exist (see
the accounting policy “Impairment of Assets”).

Loans
Loans are financial assets with determined
or determinable payments and are initially
recognised at the fair value at the effective interest
method. Following their initial recognition, they are
stated at the amortised cost, where any possible
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differences between the original and amortised
cost are stated in the income statement in the
loan repayment period. The effective interest rate
method is used.
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Operating receivables
On initial recognition, operating receivables
are stated in amounts from corresponding
documents, with the assumption that they will be
repaid. Receivables are usually measured at their

amortised cost at the effective interest method.
Short-term receivables are not discounted at the
balance sheet date.

Cash and cash equivalents
Cash comprises cash in bank and in hand. Cash
equivalents are short-term, quickly realisable
deposits immediately transferrable into amounts
of cash and with insignificant currency risk.

Automatic debt on the current account is not cash
but a short-term financial liability.

Equity
The total equity of the Company is its liability to
the owners, which falls due if the Company goes
out of business. It is determined with the amounts
invested by the owners, and with amounts that
appeared during operations and that belong to
the owners. It is decreased by the operating loss,

treasury shares and withdrawals (payments). The
total equity comprises the share capital, capital
surplus (subsequent payments of capital), profit
reserves and retained earnings (from previous
years and the current year).

Financial liabilities
On initial recognition, financial liabilities are
stated at the fair value without any decrease
by the relevant costs of transaction. After
initial recognition, borrowings are stated at the
amortised cost, where any possible differences

between the original and the amortised cost are
stated in the income statement in the borrowing
repayment period. The effective interest method
is used.

Operating liabilities
Liabilities are generally measured at the amortised
cost at the effective interest method. Short-term
operating liabilities are not discounted at the
balance sheet date.

On initial recognition, operating liabilities are valued
with amounts from corresponding documents on
their occurrence, which prove a receipt of a product
or service or a performed work or accounted cost,
expense or share in the profit or loss for operating
liabilities.

Derivative Financial Instruments
The Company does not use any derivative financial
instruments.

16. 3. 3 Property, Plant and Equipment
Measurement on initial recognition
Property, plant and equipment are stated at
their cost less the depreciation adjustment and
accumulated impairment loss (see the accounting
policy “Impairment of Assets”).
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On initial recognition, property, plant and
equipment are measured at the cost that
comprises the purchase price, including import
duties and non-refundable purchase taxes, and
any directly attributable costs of bringing the
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asset to working condition for its intended use. The
cost also comprises the borrowing costs (interest)
related to the construction of immovable property
until it is in working condition.

Additional or agreed-upon investments in assets
and in improvements of assets, which the
Company has in finance or operating lease, are
stated among property, plant and equipment or
their parts.

Subsequent expenditure
Expenditure incurred to replace a component
of an item of property, plant and equipment is
recognised in the carrying amount of such asset,
if it is likely that it will increase the future economic
benefit embodied in the item of property, plant and
equipment and that the fair value can be reliably
assessed. Based on the originally assessed level

of asset efficiency and useful life, repairs or
maintenance of property, plant and equipment
for renewing or keeping the future economic
benefit are stated in the income statement as
maintenance expenditure when incurred.

Beginning of depreciation, depreciation method and useful lives
Property, plant and equipment start being
depreciated on the first day of the month
following the month when it is made available
for use. Depreciation is recognised in the income
statement with the straight-line depreciation
method, considering the useful life of each
individual item of property, plant and equipment.
The estimated useful lives of assets for the
current and comparable period are as follows:
• Buildings – 33.33 years,
•

Investments in leased premises – 10 years,

•

Plant and equipment – 2 to 10 years,

•

Furniture – 5 years,

•

Computer equipment – 2 years, and

•

Means of transport – 5 years.

Property, plant and equipment under construction
and works of art are not depreciated.
Depreciation methods, useful lives and the residual
values are reassessed on the reporting date and
adjusted if necessary. They did not change in
2015. Leased assets are depreciated considering
the duration of lease and their useful life.

Derecognition
Items of property, plant and equipment are
derecognised upon their disposal or when no
future economic benefit is expected from their
use or disposal. Profit or losses arising from the
derecognition of property, plant and equipment

are established as the difference between the
possible net returns upon disposals and their
carrying amount. They are stated in the income
statement upon their derecognition.

16. 3. 4 Intangible Assets
Intangible assets are non-monetary assets
without physical existence, such as purchases of
a trademark and software as well as long-term
patents and licenses.
In-house costs of research and development,
colophons, lists of consumers and items similar
in content are not recognised as an intangible
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asset but are immediately treated as expenses or
operating costs in the period when incurred.
Intangible assets are recognised at their cost less
the accumulated amortisation and accumulated
impairment losses (see the accounting policy
“Impairment of Assets”).
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Amortisation
Amortisation is recognised in the income
statement under the straight-line amortisation
method considering the useful lives of intangible
assets unless the useful lives are not determined.
Amortisation of intangible assets begins when
an asset is ready for its use. This method most
accurately reflects the expected pattern of the
use of future economic benefits embodied in the
asset. The estimated useful life for the current

and comparable period for software is 5 years,
while for licenses and other rights it is two years.
The amortisation methods, useful lives and the
residual values are reassessed at the end of
each business year and adjusted if necessary. In
2013, the Management of the Company adopted a
resolution to increase the useful life to five years
(previously two years) on 1 January 2013.

Derecognition
Intangible assets are derecognised upon their
disposal or when no future economic benefit is
expected from their use or disposal. Profit or losses
arising from the derecognition of an intangible
asset are established as the difference between

the possible net returns upon disposals and the
carrying amount of the asset. They are stated in
the income statement upon derecognition of the
asset.

16. 3. 5 Investment Property
Investment property is property held by the
Company under finance lease to earn rentals or
for capital appreciation or both. The useful life

for items of investment property is 50 years (2%
depreciation rate).

Measurement on initial recognition
On initial recognition, investment property is
measured at its cost, which is comprised of its
purchase price and any directly attributable
expenditure such as legal and brokerage fees and
other transaction costs.

If more than 80% of an asset’s total value is
used as rental, such an asset is considered an
investment property rather than property.

Measurement after recognition
After initial recognition, investment property is
stated at the cost model.

Derecognition of investment property
An item of investment property is derecognised
on disposal or when it is permanently removed
from use and when no future economic benefits
are expected from its disposal. Gains and losses
on disposals or retirement of investment property

are recognised as differences between its
disposable value and carrying amount and they
are stated in profit or loss.

16. 3. 6 Impairment of Assets
Financial assets
On the reporting date, any financial asset that
is not recognised at the fair value through the
profit or loss is assessed as to whether there
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exists objective evidence that demonstrates
the impairment of the asset. A financial asset is
considered impaired if there is objective evidence
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demonstrating that upon initial recognition of such
asset one or more events, which can be reliably
measured, has brought to a decrease in the
expected future cash flows relating to this asset.

Board regarding whether the actual losses due to
the current economic and loan conditions can be
higher or lower than the losses as envisaged by
the past development.

Objective evidence on the impairment of financial
assets can be the following: non-fulfilment or
violation by the debtor; restructuring of an amount
owed by others to the Company if the Company
agrees to it; signs that the debtor will go bankrupt;
and decreased solvency of lessees.

The impairment loss related to a financial asset
carried at the amortised cost is calculated as
the difference between the carrying amount
of an asset and the expected future cash flows
discounted at the original effective interest rate.
Losses are recognised in the income statement
and stated in the allowance account. In this way,
a part of the impaired asset is still recognised in
the settlement of discount. When the amount of
the impairment loss decreases due to subsequent
events, the decrease of the impairment loss is
derecognised through the income statement.

When assessing the total impairment, the
Company uses the past development of the
probability of non-fulfilment, the time of recovery
and the amount of the loss incurred, which is
adjusted for the assessment of the Management

Impairment of operating receivables
When objective evidence of the impairment of
receivables exists, the loss is measured as the
difference between the carrying amount of the
receivable and the expected recoverable value,
and it is recognised in the income statement.
Receivables that are believed to be partially
or entirely uncollectible should be recorded as
doubtful receivables, or as disputable if a dispute
has developed in connection with them.
In case of large receivables, receivables in
connection with which a collection proceeding
has been initiated at court, and receivables in the
process of compulsory settlement or in liquidation
procedure, recovery is assessed individually
considering the current operations and credit
rating or suitable insurance supporting the
expectations that the receivables are realistically
existing and collectible.

Individual allowance is also formed for large
receivables (above €10,000), which are not in court
proceedings, yet doubt of their collection exists.
The Company promptly carries out the used
methodology and consequently the adequacy of
the risk assessment and calculations of possible
losses in cases when a buyer fails to settle a
payment, while it makes a calculation of possible
losses twice a year.
For final write-offs of receivables, suitable
documents are needed as evidence: rejection
of receivable state confirmation, court rulings,
compulsory settlement orders, bankruptcy
procedure orders and other appropriate documents.

Non-financial assets
At each reporting date, the Company checks
the residual carrying amount of its non-financial
assets, excluding the deferred tax assets, in
order to establish whether there are signs of
impairment. If such signs exist, the recoverable
amount of the asset is assessed. Inventories are
not subject to impairment according to IAS 36.
The recoverable amount of an asset or cash
generating unit is its value of use or fair value
less selling costs, whichever is higher. When
determining the asset’s value of use, the expected
future cash flows are discounted to their current
value using the pre-tax discounting rate, which
reflects the current market estimate of the time
value of money and the risk applicable to this asset.
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To test the impairment, the assets that cannot be
tested individually are classified into the smallest
possible group of assets, which generate cash
flows from further use, and which are primarily
independent of the receipts of the residual assets
or groups of assets (cash generating unit).
Impairment of an asset or cash generating unit is
recognised when its carrying amount exceeds its
recoverable amount. A cash generating unit is the
smallest group of assets that generate financial
inflows that are to a large degree independent of
financial inflows from other assets or groups of
assets. The impairment is recognised in the income
statement. The impairment loss recognised is
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reclassified proportionate to the carrying amount
of each asset in the unit.

16. 3. 7 Inventories
Inventory valuation
Inventory is valued at the historical cost or net
realisable value, whichever is lower. The net
realisable value is the estimated selling price
reached during the regular operation less the
estimated costs of completion and the estimated
selling costs.

those that will be later refunded to the Company
by tax authorities), transportation costs, handling
costs, and other costs attributable directly to
obtained merchandise or material. Commercial
discounts, other discounts and similar items are
subtracted during the establishment of the cost.

The Company uses the FIFO method (costing
method) for inventory valuation.

When inventory is sold, its carrying amount is
recognised as an expense of the period in which
the corresponding income was accounted for.

The cost of inventories comprises the purchase
price, customs duty and other charges (excluding

Net realisable value of inventories
The value of inventories is not replaceable if
inventories are damaged, entirely or partially
obsolete, or if their selling prices decrease. The
value of inventories is also not replaceable if the
estimated costs of completion or the estimated
sales related costs increase. Partial inventory
write-off below its historical cost or expenses to
the net realisable value is in accordance with the
standpoint that assets cannot be carried in higher
amounts than the expected value during their sale
or use. The amount of every partial write-down
of inventories with the net realisable value and all
losses of inventories is recognised as an expense

in the period when a partial write-down or loss
incurs.
Write-downs and partial write-downs of damaged,
dead or useless inventory are carried out on a
regular basis throughout the year or during the
inventory by individual items. At year end, the
net realisable value of inventories is inspected by
similar types of goods. Flat-rate inventory writedowns are made ranging between 10% and 50%
of the carrying amount of inventories. The criteria
for write-down are the age of inventory and
inventory turnover.

16. 3. 8 Provisions
Provisions are recognised if the Company has a
current legal or indirect obligation as result of a
past event, and if there is a probability that the
offset for this obligation will require an outflow of
factors, which enable economic benefits. Since the

effect of the time value of money is substantial,
the amount of provision equals the current value
of expenses, which are expected to be needed to
offset the obligation.

Provisions for termination and jubilee benefits
In accordance with legal regulations and the
collective agreement, the Company is obliged to
pay jubilee benefits to employees and termination
benefits on their old-age retirement, for which
it has formed long-term provisions. No other
pension obligations exist.

are discounted on the balance sheet date using
the book reserve method based on the actuarial
calculation or estimate.

Provisions are formed in the value of the
estimated future payments for old-age
retirement termination and jubilee benefits. They
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16. 3. 9 Income Tax
Income tax for the year comprises current and
deferred tax. Income tax is recognised in the
income statement as an expense, except in the
part where it refers to the items recognised
directly in equity, and it is therefore recognised in
equity.
Current tax is tax that will be paid from the taxable
profit for the year using tax rates established
on the balance sheet date and the possible
adjustment of tax liabilities related to the previous
business years.
To record deferred tax, the method of liabilities
on the balance sheet is used based on temporary

differences between the carrying and tax amounts
of individual assets and liabilities. The deferred
tax amount is based on the expected recovery
method or settlement of the carrying amount of
assets effective on the balance sheet date, or
tax rates in the period in which the write-down of
receivable or deferred tax liability is expected.
Deferred tax asset is recognised only to the extent
that it is probable that future taxable profit will be
available against which the deferred asset can
be utilized in the future. Deferred tax assets are
recorded by the amount for which it is no longer
likely that the tax relief connected with the asset
will be claimable.

16. 3. 10 Revenue
Revenue from the sale of goods and products
Revenue from the sale of goods and products
is recognised at the fair value of the received
repayment or related receivable, less the returns,
rebates for further sale and quantity discounts.
Revenue is recorded when a buyer assumes all
relevant types of risk and benefits connected with

the ownership of an asset, when there is certainty
regarding the repayment of an allowance and
related costs or the possibility of returning goods
and products, and when the amount of revenue
can be reliably assessed.

Revenue from services rendered
Revenue from services rendered is recognised in
the income statement when the service has been
rendered.

Other operating revenue
Other operating revenue includes revenue from
the disposal of property, plant and equipment in
the form of the surplus of their selling value over
their carrying amount. It also represents revenue

from realised receivables, including the reversal
of impairment of receivables and revenue from
write-offs of liabilities.

Financial income
Financial income comprises interest income from
investments and operating receivables, exchange
rate gains, and income from the disposal of
available-for-sale financial assets.
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Interest income is recognised in the income
statement when incurred using the effective
interest rate method.
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16. 3. 11 Expenses
Operating expenses
Operating costs expenses classified as the
cost of sold quantities, selling cost, general

cost (administrative and purchasing) and other
operating expenses that are not a cost.

Cost of sold quantities
The use of merchandise inventories for sold
quantities is derecognised using the FIFO method.
The cost of sold quantities of merchandise is

directly decreased by the received rebates and
super rebates by suppliers. Rebates are partially
accrued in the cost of inventories.

Selling cost (with amortisation)
Selling costs (with amortisation) include all costs
incurred connected with the sale of operating
effects. Since these costs are not in inventories,

they are entirely recognised among the operating
expenses in the same accounting period when
incurred.

General cost (with amortisation)
General costs (with amortisation) comprise all
costs incurred in connection with the purchase
function and administration with auxiliary

activities. These costs are also entirely recognised
among operating expenses in the same accounting
period when incurred.

Costs by nature
Costs of material and services are costs indicated
in supplier invoices and other documents less
discounts during the sale or later.
Depreciation/amortisation
is
recognised
individually by stages considering the shortest
time of use of an individual tangible or intangible
asset.
Labour costs are the gross amounts of salaries
charged under the collective agreement and

individual employment contracts, contributions
and charges directly debited to the employer,
voluntary pension insurance and other labour
costs (holiday allowance, commuting allowance,
meal allowance, etc.).
Other operating expense appears in connection
with the impairment or write-off of assets and
with the disposal of property, plant and equipment
as result of sales loss.

Finance expenses
Finance expenses comprise interest costs on
borrowing, impairment losses on financial assets
and write-downs of financial assets recognised
through the income statement. Borrowing costs
are recognised in the income statement using the

effective interest rate method. Exchange rate
profit and loss are recognised in the net amount.
Finance expenses are recognised regardless of
the payments related with them.

Other expenses
Other expenses refer to the items, which are
a result of outstanding, i.e. unique events, and
are not related with the regular operation of the
Company.
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16. 3. 12 Lease
Types of lease
A lease, for which the Company assumes all
relevant types of risk and benefits related to the

ownership of an asset, is treated as a financial
lease. Others are treated as operating leases.

Finance lease
At the inception of a lease, a finance lease is
recognised in the balance sheet as an asset and
liability in the amounts equal to the lower of the
fair value of the leased asset or the present value
of the minimum lease payments, whereby both

values are determined upon the inception of the
lease. Subsequent to initial recognition, an asset is
accounted for in accordance with the accounting
policies applicable for such assets.

Operating lease
With an operating lease, a lease is recognised
as an expense under the straight-line method
throughout the duration of the lease.

16. 4 Financial Risk Management
In terms of financial risk management, the
Company follows the adopted financial policy that
includes the fundamental elements for efficient
and systematic financial risk management.
A more detailed overview and activities for
assessment and management of each type of risk
is indicated in the Business Report in the section
“Risk Management”.

Accounting policies related to risk management
are formed in order to determine and analyse the
risk we face, based on which suitable restrictions
and controls are determined and risks are
monitored. Risk management policies and systems
are regularly inspected, and information from the
environment has a dynamic and proactive effect
on the current decisions regarding the Company
operations under the changed circumstances.

16. 4. 1 Credit Risk
Credit risk is a risk that a party to a contract on
financial instrument may not fulfil its liabilities,
thus incurring financial loss to the Company. Credit
risk is directly linked to the commercial risk and
represents a threat that trade receivables and
receivables due from other business partners will
be repaid with a delay or will not be repaid at all.
In order to limit the credit risk exposure, we use the
GVIN formalized business information system. To
better know our partners, we use the soft part of
information, which includes the current operations
as well as the history of their operations with us
and the activities of the founders, owners and
representatives of these entities in relation to
their involvement in critical processes. We have
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concluded a contract with a credit insurance
company to secure our trade receivables.
We manage credit risk exposure through the
buyers’ credit rating and the active collection of
receivables.
The Company management assesses that due to
the indicated measures for risk hedging and the
fact that the Company generates most revenues
in the retail sector, where cash payment prevails,
the exposure to credit risk is moderate.
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Maximum credit risk exposure
In thousands of euros

Item

31 Dec 2015

31 Dec 2014

Investments in subsidiaries

0

536

Loans

1

580

Trade receivables

5,938

10,041

Other receivables

709

886

6,647

12,043

Total

Credit risk exposure for the items neither past due nor impaired
In thousands of euros

Item

31 Dec 2015

31 Dec 2014

Investments in subsidiaries

0

3,509

Loans

1

103

Trade receivables

4,818

7,977

Other receivables

709

2,345

5,528

13,934

Total

Credit risk exposure for the items, which are past due and not impaired
In thousands of euros

Item

31 Dec 2015

31 Dec 2014

Trade receivables

1,119

3,002

Total

1,119

3,002

Age structure of matured trade receivables, which were not impaired
In thousands of euros

Item

31 Dec 2015

31 Dec 2014

1,051

2,232

Past due 31–180 days

52

516

Past due 181–365 days

12

246

4

8

1,119

3,002

Past due 0–30 days

More than one year
Total
All the items are impaired individually.
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Exposure of trade receivables to the credit risk, by geographic region
In thousands of euros

Item

31 Dec 2015

31 Dec 2014

Domestic

5,387

8,102

Eurozone

310

471

5

99

236

534

5,938

9,206

Former Yugoslavia
Other countries
Total

Securities for trade receivables (in gross amounts, excluding adjustments of receivables)
In thousands of euros

Item

31 Dec 2015

31 Dec 2014

Secured receivables

1,300

1,305

Unsecured receivables

6,521

9,193

Total

7,821

10,498

Trade receivables are secured with a foreign
insurance company. Other credit exposure items
are not secured.

16. 4. 2 Market Risk
Interest rate risk
In 2015, Big Bang had a short-term revolving loan
tied to the EURIBOR variable interest rate risk,
thus its operation is exposed to interest rate risk.
In 2015, we witnessed the fall of the EURIBOR.
The 2016 forecasts show a continuation of such a
trend, since the EURIBOR rates are not expected to

rise due to the expected ECB’s quantitative easing.
Given the fact that the Company is expected to
have only short-term loans in 2016, the exposure
to interest rate risk will be low. The Management of
the Company, therefore, assesses the exposure
to interest rate risk in 2015 and 2016 as being low.

Fair value sensitivity analysis for instruments with fixed interest rate
The Company does not account for financial assets
with fixed interest rates at fair value through
the income statement; therefore, the change of

interest rates at the reporting date would not
affect the net profit or loss.

Cash flow sensitivity analysis for instruments with variable interest rate
On the reporting date, a change of interest rates
by 100 basis points would increase (decrease)
the equity and profit or loss by €5 thousand. The
analysis presumes all other variables to remain
unchanged. In 2014, the same change would
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increase (decrease) the equity and profit or loss
by €30 thousand.
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Fair value
In thousands of euros

31 Dec 2015

31 Dec 2014

Carrying
amount

Fair v
alue

Carrying
amount

Fair
value

Investments in subsidiaries

-

-

536

536

Loans

1

1

582

582

Operating receivables and other assets

5,938

5,938

10,041

10,041

Cash and cash equivalents

1,553

1,553

302

302

-

-

-3,033

-3,033

-500

-500

-

-

-

-

-

-

-17,239

-17,239

-20,211

-20,211

-10,249

-10,249

-11,783

-11,783

Item

Bank loans with variable interest rate
Bank loans with fixed interest rate
Finance lease liabilities
Trade payables and other liabilities
Total

The fair value of financial assets and liabilities
does not deviate significantly from the carrying
amount.

•

Level 2 – assets not classified as
Level 1; their value is based, directly or
indirectly, on observable market data;

According to their fair value, assets and liabilities
are classified in three levels:
• Level 1 – assets at quoted
prices in active markets;

•

Level 3 – assets whose values cannot
be obtained from market data.

Fair value levels – assets
In thousands of euros

31 Dec 2015
Item

31 Dec 2014

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Total Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Total

Assets measured at fair value
Total assets measured
at fair value

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Financial investments
in subsidiaries

0

0

0

0

0

0

536

536

Loans given

0

0

1

1

0

0

582

582

Operating receivables
and other assets

0

0

5,938

5,938

0

0 10,041 10,041

Cash and cash equivalents

0

0

1,553

1,553

0

0

Total assets with
disclosed fair value

0

0

7,491

7,491

0

0 11,461 11,461

Total

0

0

7,491

7,491

0

0 11,461 11,461

Assets with disclosed fair value
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302

302
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Fair value levels – liabilities
In thousands of euros

31 Dec 2015
Item

31 Dec 2014

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Total Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Total

Liabilities measured at fair value
Total liabilities measured
at fair value

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Bank loans with variable
interest rate

0

0

0

0

0

0

3,033

3,033

Bank loans with fixed
interest rate

0

0

500

500

0

0

0

0

Finance lease liabilities

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Liabilities to suppliers
and other liabilities

0

0

17,239 17,239

0

0

20,211

20,211

Total liabilities with
disclosed fair value

0

0 17,739 17,739

0

0 23,244 23,244

Total

0

0 17,739 17,739

0

0 23,244

Liabilities measured at fair value

23,244

16. 4. 3 Currency Risk
Sensitivity analysis
The Company generally makes transactions in
euros, and therefore a change in the U.S. dollar

would not have an important influence on the
Company’s equity or profit or loss.

16. 4. 4 Inflation Risk
The Management of the Company assesses that
the inflation exposure risk is low.

16. 4. 5 Insolvency Risk
Insolvency risk is the risk that the Company will
encounter problems in obtaining the finances
needed to fulfil its financial liabilities.
The Company has managed the indicated risk with
active liquidity management in order to prevent
the events of non-reconciled cash inflows and
outflows. Easier management and balancing of
the current liquidity also enables constant inflow
from retail buyers.
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The Management of the Company assesses that
the insolvency risk exposure is low with regard
to the indicated protection measures and the
current situation.
The following tables present the contractual
maturities of financial liabilities, including the
estimated payments of interest and without the
influence of offset arrangements.
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Contractual maturities of non-derivative financial liabilities in 2015
In thousands of euros

Carrying
amount

Contractual
cash flows

6 months
or less

1

1

1

0

0

5,938

5,938

5,921

12

4

709

709

709

0

0

6,647

6,647

6,631

12

4

-500

-500

-500

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-14,563

-14,563

-14,563

0

0

-2,677

-2,677

-2,677

0

0

Total non-derivative financial liabilities

-17,740

-17,740

-17,740

0

0

Net as at 31 Dec 2015

-11,092

-11,092

-11,109

12

4

Item

6–12
1–2
months years

Non-derivative financial assets
Loans
Trade receivables
Receivables due from others
Total non-derivative financial assets
Non-derivative financial liabilities
Collateralized loans
Finance lease liabilities
Trade payables
Liabilities to others

Contractual maturities of non-derivative financial liabilities in 2014
In thousands of euros

Item

Carrying
amount

Contractual
cash flows

6 months
or less

6–12
months

1–2
2–5
years years

582

582

0

582

0

10,041

10,041

8,961

261

819

886

886

0

0

0

0

11,509

11,509

8,961

843

819

0

Non-derivative financial assets
Loans
Trade receivables
Receivables due
from others
Total non-derivative financial assets

0

Non-derivative financial liabilities
Collateralized loans

0

Finance lease liabilities
Trade payables
Liabilities to others
Total non-derivative
financial liabilities
Net as at 31
Dec 2014

0

0

0

0

0

0

-20,211

-20,211

0

0

0

0

-3,033

0

0

0

0

0

-23,244

-20,211

0

0

0

0

-11,735

-8,702

8,961

843

819

0
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16. 5 Notes and Disclosures to the Balance Sheet
For better transparency, the balance sheet is
published in a short format. Detailed classification

of individual items, and data and information that
are disclosed, are presented hereunder.

16. 5. 1 Intangible Assets
Intangible assets by types
In thousands of euros

Item

31 Dec 2015

31 Dec 2014

Intangible assets

321

444

Property rights (trademarks, rights and licenses)

321

444

-

-

Intangible assets being acquired

In 2015, intangible assets decreased by 28% due
to fewer acquisitions of software compared to
amortisation. The Company invested primarily in

the upgrade of the retail management information
system, online store and logistics programme in
2015.

16. 5. 2 Property, Plant and Equipment
In thousands of euros

Item

31 Dec 2015

31 Dec 2014

Property, plant and equipment

2,977

3,715

Land and buildings

2,505

2,995

471

720

Plant, machinery and equipment

In 2015, the Company’s property, plant and
equipment decreased by €738 thousand. The
accounted depreciation included in operating

expenses stood at €1,099 thousand in 2014 and
at €1,007 thousand in 2015. The Company has no
mortgages on its immovable/movable property.

Carrying amounts of property, plant and equipment obtained through finance lease
In thousands of euros

31 Dec 2015

31 Dec 2014

Equipment

10

28

Total

10

28

Item

In 2015, the Company obtained no new equipment
through finance lease.
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16. 5. 3 Investment Property
In thousands of euros

Item

31 Dec 2015

31 Dec 2014

Investment property

242

251

Investment property

242

251

Investment property comprises a building
intended to be resold or rented out. The following

amounts connected with the investment property
were recognised in the income statement:
In thousands of euros

Item

2015

2014

Rental income

25

25

Direct costs originating from investment
property and generating rental income

-9

-17

Total

16

8
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0
0

Additions

Impairments

0
518
122
0
3,118
2,996

Increase

As at 31 Dec 2014

Carrying amount

As at 31 Dec 2013

As at 31 Dec 2014

641

5,657

0

Decrease

Amortisation/
depreciation in the year

As at 31 Dec 2013

Accumulated
amortisation/depreciation

8,775

0

Decrease – eliminations

As at 31 Dec 2014

0

8,775

Buildings

Increase – new acquisitions

As at 31 Dec 2013

Cost

Item

718

1,031

0

314

213

355

455

3,930

0

4,961

0

0

0

0

4,961

Equipment

2

4

0

2

1

2

3

41

0

45

0

0

0

0

45

Small tools

3,715

4,153

0

438

733

357

1,099

9,628

0

13,781

0

0

0

0

13,781

TOTAL
PROPERTY,
PLANT AND
EQUIPMENT

444

517

0

72

153

0

225

3,726

0

4,243

0

0

0

0

4,243

Intangible
fixed assets

444

517

72

153

0

225

3,726

4,243

0

0

0

0

4,243

TOTAL
INTANGIBLE
FIXED ASSETS

251

260

0

9

0

0

9

177

0

437

0

0

0

0

437

Investment
property

In thousands of euros

Changes in intangible assets, property, plant and equipment, and investment property in 2014
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0

Impairments

626
0
2,996
2,505

Carrying amount

As at 31 Dec 2014

As at 31 Dec 2015

0

Increase

As at 31 Dec 2015

0

626

6,298

0

Decrease

Amortisation/
depreciation in the year

As at 31 Dec 2014

Accumulated
amortisation/depreciation

9,430

0

Additions

As at 31 Dec 2015

0

136

9,293

Buildings

Decrease – eliminations

Increase – new acquisitions

As at 31 Dec 2014

Cost

Item

470

718

0

-183

0

-562

378

4,114

0

4,401

0

0

576

145

4,831

Equipment

1

2

0

-5

0

-7

2

40

0

36

0

0

7

1

42

Small tools

2,977

3,715

0

438

0

-569

1,007

10,452

0

13,866

0

0

583

282

14,167

TOTAL
PROPERTY,
PLANT AND
EQUIPMENT

321

444

0

177

0

0

177

3,951

0

4,449

0

0

0

53

4,396

Intangible
fixed assets

321

444

177

0

0

177

3,951

4,449

0

0

0

53

4,396

TOTAL
INTANGIBLE
FIXED ASSETS

242

251

0

9

0

0

9

186

0

437

0

0

0

0

437

Investment
property

In thousands of euros

Changes in intangible assets, property, plant and equipment, and investment property in 2015
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16. 5. 4 Long-Term Financial Investments in Subsidiaries
In thousands of euros

Item

31 Dec 2015

31 Dec 2014

Long-term financial investments in subsidiaries

0

536

Long-term financial investments in subsidiaries

0

536

Long-term financial investments refer to the
investment in the subsidiary Big Bang, d. o. o.,
Belgrade. Due to the entry into bankruptcy
proceedings by the subsidiary we had to make a new
impairment of the financial investment in equity in
the amount of €536 thousand and revalued it to
0; as result, we recognized revaluation financial
expenses in the amount of €536 thousand. The

impairment of financial investment does not
negatively impact the Company’s cash flow, since
it is recognised in the Company’s net profit or loss
but not in its cash flow, and it also does not affect
the Company’s current operations.
The Company's long-term financial investments
are not pledged as collateral.

16. 5. 5 Long-Term and Short-Term Loans
In thousands of euros

Item

31 Dec 2015

31 Dec 2014

0

3

1,973

1,973

-1,973

-1,973

Long-term loans to others

0

3

Short-term loans

1

580

570

570

-570

0

1

10

Long-term loans
Long-term loans to companies
Value adjustment of long-term loans to companies

Short-term loans to companies
Revaluation of short-term loans to companies
Short-term loans to others

Loans to others include loans to employees. Such
loans bear interest at the annual interest rate
equalling the recognised interest rate effective
during the contract conclusion, which was between
1.3% and 2.0% in 2015. The maximum maturity
of loans is two years. Short-term loans to others
comprise the short-term part of long-term loans
to employees.
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Short-term loans to companies comprise the
loan to the subsidiary Big Bang, d. o. o., Belgrade;
allowance was made due to the initiated
bankruptcy proceedings.
Long-term loans to companies include the loans
to Jezapo Holdings Ltd. (€1,400 thousand) and
HTC DVA, d. o. o. (€573 thousand). We have made
allowances for both of these loans.
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Changes in loans
In thousands of euros

Item

Short-term loans given

Long-term loans given

102

2

0

0

102

2

Opening carrying amount

102

2

Loans

486

17

0

0

-8

-16

580

3

580

2

0

0

580

2

580

2

Loans

0

0

Short-term maturity of long-term loans

1

-1

-570

0

-10

-1

1

0

Balance at 1 Jan 2014
Gross amount
Adjustment
Carrying amount
Year 2014

Short-term maturity of long-term loans
Repayments
Closing carrying amount
Balance at 31 Dec 2014
Gross amount
Adjustment
Carrying amount
Year 2015
Opening carrying amount

Adjustment
Repayments
Closing carrying amount
Short-term loans did not increase in 2015 and
repayments amounted to €10 thousand.

Long-term loans did not increase in 2015 and
repayments amounted to €1 thousand.

Security of loans
In thousands of euros

Item

31 Dec 2015

31 Dec 2014

Long-term loans

0

3

No security

0

3

Short-term loans

1

580

No security

1

580
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16. 5. 6 Deferred Tax Assets
Long-term deferred tax assets are calculated
based on temporary differences under the method

of liabilities from the balance sheet. The effective
tax rate is 17%.

Changes in temporary differences between the accounting gains and tax profit in 2015
In thousands of euros

Opening balance for the period

Recognised
in income
statement

Year-end
closing balance

Inventory

-1

1

0

Fixed assets

0

-21

-21

Receivables

0

-169

-169

-52

0

-52

Tax loss

-185

-59

-244

Total

-238

-248

-486

Item

Provisions

In the tax report for 2015, the Company utilized
deferred tax assets associated with the provisions
in the amount of €2 thousand, and deferred
tax assets associated with the impairment of
inventories in the amount of €1 thousand.

in the amount of €59 thousand. As at 31 December
2015, the balance of deferred tax assets was €486
thousand. The Company therefore recognised
€248 thousand of temporary differences in the
income statement.

Moreover, the Company newly recognised
temporary differences for deferred tax from
provisions in the amount of €2 thousand, from
unutilized investment allowance in the amount of
€21 thousand, from impairment of receivables in
the amount of €169 thousand and from tax losses

At 31 December 2015, the tax loss carryforward
was €1,435 thousand, and referred to the
established and carried forward tax loss 2010,
2013 and 2015. The Company will cover the tax
loss in the following years.

16. 5. 7 Inventory
In thousands of euros

Item
Inventory
Material
Products and merchandise
- merchandise in warehouses
- merchandise in stores
Accumulated depreciation

31 Dec 2015

31 Dec 2014

14,065

14,136

161

76

14,042

14,161

3,659

3,209

10,382

10,952

-138

-101

Inventory includes merchandise in stores and
their respective warehouses, and merchandise
in stock in wholesale and customs warehouses.
At 31 December 2015, the balance of inventory of
merchandise was 0.5% lower as compared to the
end of 2014.
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Changes in accumulated depreciation of inventory
In thousands of euros

Item

31 Dec 2015

31 Dec 2014

At 1 January

101

79

Final write-off

-99

-74

Accumulated
depreciation during the year

136

96

0

0

138

101

Reversal
As at 31 December
At 31 December 2015, the accumulated
depreciation of inventory stood at €138 thousand
(31 December 2014: €101 thousand). In 2015, the
Company made value adjustments of its inventory
in the amount of €136 thousand and a final writeoff of its inventory in the amount of €99 thousand.

The Company’s inventories of goods are not
pledged.
The surplus and deficits in inventory established
during the year are recognised in the cost of goods.
During inventory taking, a deficit of €19 thousand
was established.

16. 5. 8 Current Tax Assets
At 31 December 2015, the Company recognized
current tax assets in the amount of €236 thousand

referring to the corporate income tax advance
payments for 2015.

16. 5. 9 Short-Term Operating Receivables
In thousands of euros

Item

31 Dec 2015

31 Dec 2014

6,639

10,927

6

31

Short-term trade receivables

3,526

6,603

Short-term operating receivables due from subsidiaries

2,404

2,571

703

1,722

Short-term operating receivables and other assets
Advances for inventory

Short-term operating receivables due from others
and deferred expenses and accrued revenues

At 31 December 2015, the Company disclosed
operating receivables in the amount of €6,639
thousand, down 39% on the balance from the end
of 2014.
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21% of the Company’s trade receivables are
secured.
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Aging of trade receivables
In thousands of euros

Item

31 Dec 2015

31 Dec 2015

31 Dec 2014

31 Dec 2014

Non past due

4,818

0

6,203

29

Past due 0–30 days

1,049

0

2,232

55

1

526

10

383

370

261

14

More than one year

1,516

1,512

819

811

Total

7,821

1,883

10,041

864

Past due 31–180 days
Past due 181–365 days

Changes in allowances as a result of impairment of trade receivables
In thousands of euros
Item
Balance at 1 January
Final write-off
Allowances in year
Reversal of impairment
Balance at 31 December
At 31 December 2015, total allowances for
receivables amounted to €1,884 thousand (31
Dec 2014: €836 thousand). In 2015, the Company
made an allowance for receivables in the amount

31 Dec 2015

31 Dec 2014

836

856

-17

-72

1,091

71

-26

-20

1,884

836

of €1,091 thousand; €17 thousand of receivables
were entirely written off, and €26 thousand of
impairments were reversed.

16. 5. 10 Cash and Cash Equivalents
In thousands of euros

Item
Cash and cash equivalents
Cash on hand
Cash on accounts

31 Dec 2015

31 Dec 2014

1,553

302

20

20

1,533

282

The balance of cash at the end of 2015 was 414%
above that from the end of 2014.
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16. 5. 11 Equity
Share capital
The Company’s share capital is entered at the
Ljubljana Local Court in the amount of €4,204
thousand, and did not change in 2015. As at 31
December 2015, the sole owner of the equity was
Merkur, d. d. – in bankruptcy, Naklo.

through an out-of-court sale after the start of
the compulsory settlement proceedings which
include a proposal for the restructuring of the
secured claims without the consent of a court; it
did not happen.

A lien to secure the monetary claim to Merkur, d.
d., in the amount of €9,775,000.00 to the benefit
of the lienor NOVA LJUBLJANSKA BANKA, d. d., is
entered on the 55% business share in Big Bang,
d. o. o., and a lien to secure the monetary claim to
Merkur, d. d., in the amount of €1,842,702.80 to the
benefit of the lienor Banka Koper, d. d., is entered
on the 45% business share of the Company.

On 27th December 2013, the management of
the parent company Merkur, d. d., filed a proposal
for new compulsory settlement proceedings in
accordance with Article 221.o of the ZFPPIPP,
and it officially started on 9th January 2014.
Within the framework of the new compulsory
proceedings with restructuring by spin-off, one of
the proposals was a spin-off of only that part of
the debtor’s property which is necessary for the
performance of the basic activity or the activities
of the new companies established as part of this
process. Within the new compulsory settlement
proceedings, Big Bang, trgovina in storitve, d. o. o.,
was not intended for a spin-off or transfer to any
of the new companies, and as result it is intended
for sale.

To secure its claims, Banka Koper, d. d., entered a
lien on 45% of the business share in Big Bang, d. o.
o., Ljubljana. On 30 December 2013, the bank called
the loans and demanded early repayment. Being
a lienor, the bank announced, on the basis of legal
provisions, the public auction for the sale of its
business share at the starting price of €2.2 million
for 30 December and implemented it on that date.
An implemented public auction by itself, however,
does not cause the transfer of a business share
to the buyer, and the disposal of the 45% business
share of Merkur, d. d., in Big Bang, d. o. o., did not
occur by 9 January 2014.
On 9th January 2014, Merkur, d. d., yet again entered
into the compulsory settlement proceedings.
In accordance with the Financial Operations,
Insolvency
Proceedings,
and
Compulsory
Dissolution Act (ZFPPIPP), a separation creditor
cannot enforce a lien on a business share

On 14th November 2014, the restructuring of
the Merkur Group was formally concluded when
the company Merkur – trgovina in storitve, d.
d., declared bankruptcy. A part of the company
was split off with the establishment of two new
companies (Merkur trgovina, d. d., and Merkur
Nepremičnine, d. o. o.). Merkur trgovina, d.d. is
the universal legal successor of the business
relationships of Merkur, d. d., meaning the
business relationship does not change and that
all contracts, rights and obligations arising from
them remain unchanged.

Reserves
Company reserves are capital surplus (subsequent
capital increase) and legal reserves. In accordance
with the Companies Act (ZGD-1), these are tied-up
reserves.
At 31 December 2015, capital surplus amounted
to €2,705 thousand. In 2014, their value did

not change. The total value of capital surplus
represents subsequent capital increase based on
the Memorandum of Association.
Legal reserves, which amounted to €420 thousand
on 31 December 2015, did not change during the
year.

Retained earnings
At 31 December 2015, retained earnings totalled
€1,116 thousand, all of which refers to the net
profit for 2014 and 2015.
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16. 5. 12 Financial Liabilities
In thousands of euros

Item

31 Dec 2015

31 Dec 2014

500

3,033

Long-term financial liabilities

0

0

Bank loans

0

0

Finance lease

0

0

Short-term financial liabilities

500

3,033

Short-term part of bank loans

500

2,315

Short-term financial liabilities

0

0

Revolving loan

0

0

Financial liabilities for factoring

0

718

Overdraft utilization

0

0

Financial liabilities

Financial liabilities comprise short-term liabilities
to banks and for factoring, which will fall due next
year. The interest rates for short-term loans are

tied to a 1-month EURIBOR, which stood at 3.73%
as at 31 December 2015, and the fixed nominal
interest rate, which is between 3% and 4.5%.

Changes of loans received in 2014
In thousands of euros

At 31 Dec 2013

Loans raised
(increases)

Repayment of
loans (decreases)

At 31 Dec 2014

3,012

3,441

3,420

3,033

Changes of loans received in 2015
In thousands of euros

At 31 Dec 2014

Loans raised
(increases)

Repayment of
loans (decreases)

At 31 Dec 2015

3,033

4,972

7,505

500

Maturity of financial liabilities
In thousands of euros

Bank loans fall due in
Not more than one year
More than a year but not
more than five years
Total

74

31 Dec 2015

31 Dec 2014

500

3,033

0

0

500

3,033
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16. 5. 13 Provisions
In thousands of euros

Item

31 Dec 2015

31 Dec 2014

Provisions

310

325

Provisions for jubilee benefits

132

133

Provisions for termination bonuses

178

191

Changes in provisions
In thousands of euros

Provisions for
jubilee benefits

Provisions
for termination
bonuses

Total

122

205

327

Interest expense

3

4

7

Cost of past and current service

8

12

20

Actuarial gains/losses through
income statement

8

0

8

Actuarial gains/losses through balance sheet

0

-24

-24

-8

-6

-14

Balance at 31 Dec 2014

133

191

325

Balance at 1 Jan 2015

133

191

325

Interest expense

3

4

7

Cost of past and current service

8

11

18

Actuarial gains/losses through
income statement

0

0

0

Actuarial gains/losses through balance sheet

0

0

0

-12

-28

-40

132

178

310

Item
Balance at 1 Jan 2014

Payment of employee benefits

Payment of employee benefits
Balance at 31 Dec 2015

Provisions for termination and jubilee bonuses are
formed for the estimated liabilities of termination
bonus payments for old-age retirement, and
jubilee bonuses on the balance sheet date,
discounted to the current value. The liability was
formed for the expected payments and is based
on actuarial estimate, which included the following
assumptions:
• Discount rate of 1.6%,
•

Currently effective amounts of
termination and jubilee bonuses,
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determined in the Company’s internal
acts, or as laid down by regulations,
•

Actual turnover of employees
by age groups,

•

Mortality tables of the Slovenian
population between 2005–2007, and,

•

Growth of salaries in the amount of 1.50%.
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16. 5. 14 Short-Term Operating Liabilities
In thousands of euros

Item
Short-term payables
Short-term payables based on advances
Short-term accounts payables
Short-term payables to related companies
Short-term operating payables to others
- liabilities for unpaid salaries
- liabilities for interest
- liabilities to state institutions
- other liabilities

At 31 December 2015, short-term payables were
by 15% lower than in the year before. Accounts
payables represent 83%, while payables to related
companies account for only 0.13% of the total
short-term operating payables.

31 Dec 2015

31 Dec 2014

17,240

20,211

267

43

14,274

17,152

22

45

2,677

2,971

569

666

2

141

1,691

1,418

415

746

Short-term payables to others include liabilities
for unpaid salaries, interest, liabilities to state
institutions, and other liabilities. Short-term
payables to state institutions also comprise VAT
liabilities, which amounted to €953 thousand in
2014, and €1,485 in 2015.

16. 5. 15 Current Tax Liabilities
The determined corporate income tax rate for
2015 is 17%. As at 31. 12. 2015, the Company did
not recognize any current tax liabilities due to

having generated a tax loss. Details are presented
in note 6.6.

16. 5. 16 Contingent Liabilities and Assets
Contingent liabilities
In thousands of euros

Item

31 Dec 2015

31 Dec 2014

Contingent liabilities

2,019

1,519

Guarantees, of which to:

2,019

1,519

- Group companies

1,219

1,319

- Other companies

800

200

Contingent liabilities of the Company refer to
sureties given to banks for the loans taken by
the parent company in the amount of €1,219
thousand, customs guarantee of €200 thousand,
and a surety given to a foreign supplier for timely
settlement of liabilities in the amount of €600
thousand.
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Sureties given to banks for loans raised by the parent company
In thousands of euros

Recipient of surety

Principal at 31 Dec 2015

Maximum contingent
liability at 31 Dec 2015

1,219

1,219

0

0

1,219

1,219

NLB
NKBM
TOTAL
As at 31 December 2015, contingent liabilities
stood at €1,219 thousand.

The recipient or beneficiary from the surety was
NLB, d.d., which has transferred this to the Bank
Asset Management Company (BAMC) as part of
the transfer of receivables due from Merkur, d.d.

Contingent assets
In thousands of euros

Item

31 Dec 2015

31 Dec 2014

Contingent assets

17,722

17,722

Recourse

17,722

17,722

Contingent assets refer to recourse to the related
companies Merkur, d. d., and Mersteel, d. o. o., for
payments of surety liabilities. Recourse to Merkur,
d. d., is expressed in the amount that corresponds

to the plan of financial restructuring. We called
Mersteel, d. o. o., as a joint and several surety to
compensate the pro rata part of our payments in
accordance with the Code of Obligations.

16. 6 Notes and Disclosures to the Income Statement
16. 6. 1 Net Sales
In thousands of euros

Item

Slovenia

Foreign market

Total Company

2015

2014

2015

2014

2015

2014

Net sales

95,964

98,097

8,507

4,135

104,471

102,232

Revenue from the
sales of merchandise

94,644

96,961

7,945

3,461

102,589

100,422

1,320

1,136

563

674

1,882

1,810

Revenue from the
sales of services

16. 6. 2 Cost of Sales
In thousands of euros

Item
Cost of sales

2015

2014

83,471

80,183

In comparison with 2014, the cost of sales referring
to the sold goods increased by 4.1% in 2015.
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16. 6. 3 Costs by Nature
In thousands of euros

Item

2015

2014

19,829

21,038

769

824

9,848

10,343

Labour costs

7,270

7,719

Amortisation/depreciation costs

1,192

1,333

750

819

Costs by nature
Costs of material used
Costs of services

Other operating expenses

In 2015, costs decreased by 6% compared to the
year before, primarily as result of lower costs of
services and labour costs.

Costs of material used
In thousands of euros

Item

2015

2014

Costs of material used

769

824

Electricity costs

348

365

Fuel costs

152

172

Costs of office material

26

38

Other costs of material

244

249
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Costs of services
In thousands of euros

Item

2015

2014

9,848

10,341

344

410

Advertisement, propaganda, and participation at fairs

1,806

1,813

Lease for assets

3,521

3,608

Maintenance costs

1,185

1,285

313

340

Costs of public utility services, water
rates and sewage costs

62

71

Reimbursement of labour related costs to employees

91

81

Costs of credit card sales, payment transactions,
bank services, and customs duties

735

749

Insurance premiums

129

133

Hospitality

25

14

Costs of education

21

38

1,616

1,798

Costs of services
Costs of transportation to buyers and
other costs of transportation

Costs of telecommunication and postal services

Costs of other services

Labour costs
In thousands of euros

Item

2015

2014

Labour costs

7,270

7,719

Payroll

5,132

5,432

Pension insurance costs

539

573

Cost of other insurances

377

396

Holiday allowance

294

308

Commuting allowance

409

441

Meal allowance

387

397

Other labour costs

132

171
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Amortisation/depreciation costs
In thousands of euros

Item

2015

2014

Amortisation/depreciation costs

1,192

1,333

Depreciation of property, plant and equipment

1,016

1,108

626

641

9

9

380

458

177

225

- depreciation of investments in property – buildings
- depreciation of investment property
- depreciation of equipment and small tools
Amortisation of intangible assets

Other operating expenses
In thousands of euros

Item

2015

2014

Other operating expenses

750

819

Contribution for building land use

212

224

WEEE fee

484

523

54

72

Other operating expenses

16. 6. 4 Revaluatory and Other Operating Expenses
In thousands of euros

Item

2015

2014

REVALUATORY OPERATING EXPENSES

1,236

167

2

1

136

96

1,098

69

Write-downs of property, plant and
equipment to the recoverable amount
Impairments and write-downs of inventory
Impairments and write-downs
of operating receivables

Revaluatory operating expenses in 2015
increased by 642% compared to 2014 due to
higher impairments and write-downs of operating
receivables.

Impairment or loss related to operating receivables
in the total amount of €1,098 thousand is the
result of an impairment of receivables on account
of a doubt about their realisation.
In thousands of euros

Item

2015

2014

OTHER OPERATING EXPENSES

4

62

Other operating expenses

4

62
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Other operating expenses refer to expenses
for donations, damages paid, solidarity aid and
offsets.

16. 6. 5 Other Operating Income
In thousands of euros

Item

2015

2014

OTHER OPERATING INCOME

91

77

Profit from the sale of property,
plant and equipment

14

17

Income from realised receivables

27

24

Income from impairments of provisions

28

0

Other operating income

21

36

Other operating income increased by 18%
compared to the same period of 2014. 23% of the
Company’s total operating income represents

other operating income. Other operating income
comprises received damages.

16. 6. 6 Financial Revenue and Expenses
Financial Revenue
In thousands of euros

Item

2015

2014

Financial revenue

2,172

3,990

17

48

1

0

2,154

3,942

Interest revenue
Net exchange rate gains
Other financial revenue

In 2015, the Company’s financial revenue was
€1,818 thousand below the result from 2014.
Other financial revenue comprises the write-down

in financial liabilities to banks associated with
sureties given to the parent company.

Financial Expenses
In thousands of euros

Item

2015

2014

Financial expenses

1,289

3,940

179

571

Expenses from exchange rates

3

15

Impairments of financial assets

1,106

3,273

0

81

Interest expenses

Other financial expenses
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Financial expenses decreased by 67% compared
to 2014.
Financial expenses for interests in the amount
of €179 thousand refer to interests recognised
under the concluded loan contracts with banks
and lessors, interests for overdraft and revolving

loan utilization. Interest rates for short-term loan
contracts and overdraft utilization were between
3.90% and 4.50%.
Net expenses from exchange rates totalling €3
thousand refer especially to negative exchange
rate differences in respect of the USD.

16. 6. 7 Corporate Income Tax
Liability for corporate income tax is established
based on the Corporate Income Tax Act (ZDDPO-2),
effective as of 1 January 2007.

Corporate income tax
In thousands of euros

Item

2015

2014

251

462

-3

-23

Deferred tax expense/revenue

248

439

Total tax expense in income statement

248

439

Deferred tax assets
Reversal of deferred taxes

Effective tax rate
In thousands of euros

Item

2015

2014

Earnings before tax

656

908

Tax rate

17%

17%

Expected income tax

112

154

1,148

3,473

29

0

Increase in revenue

2125

89

Tax base I

-349

4,292

0

0

Expenses not recognised for tax purposes
Less the revenue

Change of tax base
Tax base II

4,292

Tax profit

4,292

Tax loss

-349

-

Tax relief

0

631

Tax loss offsetting

0

2,146

Tax base III

0

1,515

Income tax

0

258
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At 31 December 2015, the tax loss not carried
forward amounted to €1,435 thousand, and
referred to the established and not carried forward

tax loss from 2010, 2013 and 2015. The Company
will utilise the tax loss in the following years.

16. 7 Other Notes
16. 7. 1 Transactions with Related Entities
The Company has three groups of related entities:
the management staff, the parent company, and

the subsidiary company. The management staff
comprises the Managing Director.

Gross receipts of the Management and employees under individual contracts
In thousands of euros

Recipient

Aleš Ponikvar

Number
Fixed part
of
of receipts
members

Other Total gross
receipts
receipts

Total net
receipts

1

2

3

4

5=2 to 4

6

1

108

9

7

124

56

62%

10%

10%

100%

365

45

55

465

Gross structure
Employees under individual contracts

Variable
part of
receipts

4

Other receipts comprise holiday allowance,
benefits in respect of executive insurance,
company car allowance, termination bonuses, and
meal and commuting allowance.

154

In 2015, the Company did not grant any advances
or loans to members of the management or
employees under individual contracts.

Shares of the company Merkur, d. d., owned by related natural persons at 31 December 2015
At 31 December 2015, no related natural persons
owned any of the shares of Merkur, d. d.
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Company’s transactions with related entities in 2014
Sureties given
31 Dec 2014

Loans given
31 Dec 2014

Liabilities 31
Dec 2014

Receivables
31 Dec 2014

Interest received

Interest charged

Purchase of
services

Service
rendering

Item

Purchase of
merchandise

Sale of
merchandise

In thousands of euros

Merkur, d. d.

7,827

35

6

387

-

-

17

-

-

1,219

Parent company

7,827

35

6

387

-

-

17

-

-

1,219

81

-

2

-

6

100

-

570

100

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,322

3

-

39

2,480

45

Merkur
nepremičnine, d. d.

-

-

-

18

-

-

-

-

-

Total subsidiaries

1,403

3

2

57

6

13 2,580

45

570

100

Total

9,230

38

8

444

6

13

45

570

1,319

Big Bang, d. o.
o., Belgrade
Mersteel, d. o. o.
Merkur
trgovina, d. d.

13

-

2,597

Company’s transactions with related entities in 2015
Sureties given
31 Dec 2015

Loans given
31 Dec 2015

Liabilities 31
Dec 2015

Receivables
31 Dec 2015

Interest paid

Interest
received

Purchase of
services

Service
rendering

Purchase of
merchandise

Item

Sale of
merchandise

In thousands of euros

Merkur, d. d.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,219

Parent
company

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

342

-

-

-

-

Merkur trgovina, d. d.

7,280

10

-

170

-

-

1,970

22

-

Total subsidiaries

7,622

10

-

170

-

-

1,970

22

-

-

Total

7,622

10

-

170

-

-

1,970

22

-

1,219

Skupaj odvisna podjetja

1.403

3

2

57

6

13

2.580

45

570

100

Skupaj vse

9.230

38

8

444

6

13

2.597

45

570

1.319

Big Bang, d. o.
o., Belgrade
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16. 7. 2 Subsidiary
Big Bang, d. o. o., Belgrade
In thousands of euros

Item

Country

Ownership share
from year

Ownership
share in %

Investment
value at the
year-end

Profit or
loss of the
company

Poslovni
izid družbe

2014

Serbia

2005

100%

536

-812

-575

2015

Serbia

2005

100%

0

In
bankruptcy

-812

The subsidiary Big Bang, d. o. o., Belgrade entered
into bankruptcy proceedings on 28 September
2015.

16. 7. 3 Audit Fees
Pursuant to Article 57 of the Companies Act (ZGD1), the Company must be audited. The Company
concluded a contract for auditing financial
statements and annual report for the 2015

business year with the company Deloitte revizija,
d. o. o., in the amount of €15 thousand. The Annual
Report was endorsed on 8. 4. 2016.

16. 8 Significant Business Events After the Balance Sheet Date
There were no events that would significantly
affect the financial statements or require
additional disclosures to the annual report.

16. 9 STATEMENT BY THE MANAGEMENT
The Company’s management hereby confirms
the financial statements of Big Bang, d. o. o., for
the year ended 31 December 2015.
The management confirms the consistent use
of appropriate accounting policies and that
accounting estimates were made following the
principles of prudence and good management and
that the Annual Report presents a true and fair
view of the Company’s financial position and the
results of its operations for the year 2015.
The management is also responsible for
appropriate accounting, adoption of suitable
measures to secure the property and other assets,
and it confirms that the financial statements
together with the notes are in accordance with the
relevant legislation and the IFRS as endorsed by
the EU.
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The Company’s management is familiar with the
content of the parts of the Annual Report of Big
Bang, d. o. o., for the year 2015 and therefore also
with the entire Annual Report of Big Bang, d. o. o.,
for 2015. The Company management agrees with
them and endorses them with signature.
Ljubljana, 8. 4. 2016
Aleš Ponikvar
Direktor divizije
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17. AUDITOR’S
REPORT
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18. PRESENTATION
OF THE COMPANY
Company Profile
Name of company:
Short name:
Registered office:
Web address:

Big Bang, trgovina in storitve, d. o. o.
Big Bang, d. o. o.
Šmartinska cesta 152, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
www.bigbang.si

Phone number:

+386 (1) 309 3700

Fax number:

+386 (1) 309 3760

Email:

uprava@bigbang.si

Identification number:
Registration number:
Principal activity:
Entry in the register of companies:
Share capital:
Transaction accounts:
Business premises in m2 :
Owner:
Managing director:
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SI18224326
5464943
G/47.430: Retail sale of audio and
video equipment in specialized stores
District Court in Ljubljana,
input number 1/11417/00
€4,204,400
NLB, d. d.: 02923-0254441325
Gorenjska banka, d. d.: 07000-0002608420
Nova KBM, d. d.: 04515-0001949141
Own: 402 m2
Rented: 33.664 m2
100% owner of Company’s capital is Merkur, d. d. – IN
BANKRUPTCY, Cesta na Okroglo 7, 4202 Naklo
Aleš Ponikvar
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